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Abstract 

The impacts of hybridization on speciation and biodiversity can be influenced by 

the persistence and the reproductive mode of hybrids. Persistent sexual hybrids can 

facilitate gene flow between parent taxa, which can potentially lead to swamping, fusion 

or introgression, while ephemeral and asexual hybrids cannot. Across a range of taxa, 

hybrid asexuality has been found to be prevalent among taxon pairs with lower 

divergence than taxon pairs who display hybrid sterility and other classic reproductive 

isolation mechanisms [1, 2], supporting the hypothesis that hybrid asexuality is an early 

post-zygotic barrier to gene flow. Understanding the evolution of hybrid asexuality, 

especially in terms of how often it evolves, is important to evaluate the extent of its 

influence as a reproductive barrier.  

In this dissertation, we ask if apomixis  - a form of asexuality involving clonal 

reproduction by seed – has a single origin, or has evolved repeatedly and 

independently, among a population consisting of both sexual and apomict hybrids of a 

pair of recently diverged subspecies. We also ask if evidence of introgression, fusion or 

swamping, is present despite the high rates of asexuality among hybrids. 

We find strong evidence that asexuality likely evolves frequently, repeatedly, 

and independently, with apomicts being locally generated on fine scales (~1km).  There 

is no evidence of swamping or fusion, and evidence of introgression is inconclusive; this 
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is consistent with asexuality acting as a significant barrier to gene flow. However, 

ecological divergence could also explain retained parental differentiation, either alone or 

in conjunction with the barrier posed by asexuality.
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1. Introduction 

When taxa that have partially diverged in allopatry reunite in secondary contact, 

gene flow between them can have numerous consequences, including the forestalling of 

speciation by divergence. Thus, processes that block gene flow in secondary contact can 

aid divergent evolution and speciation. Since speciation is the source of the world’s 

prolific biodiversity, and since climate change and associated range shifts are leading to 

great increases in the opportunities for hybridization and gene flow, it is important and 

pressing to understand processes that block gene flow in secondary contact.  

Gene flow between divergently evolved taxa can have diverse consequences. 

Copious gene flow can result in fusion or genetic swamping; the former refers to loss of 

divergence through hybridization, while the latter refers to the spread of one taxon and 

the extinction of the other due to prolific unidirectional hybrid backcrossing and 

subsequent genomic replacement. Fusion and swamping both result in loss of 

biodiversity and are therefore causes of concern in conservation.  The spread of smaller 

amounts of genetic material from one taxon into the other through hybridization and 

backcrossing is known as introgression; introgressed alleles can sometimes be adaptive, 

as is the case with high-altitude adaptations passed from archaic humans to Tibetans[3]. 

Adaptive introgression aiding in local adaptation, conferring disease resistance, and 

leading to other advantageous outcomes has been documented in a variety of taxa 

including humans [4-8]. Finally, reproductive reinforcement is, somewhat paradoxically, 
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the strengthening of reproductive isolation due to intertaxon gene flow[9]. In short, gene 

flow can have diverse consequences on speciation and biodiversity. Therefore, 

mechanisms that block gene flow - especially early in divergence when gene flow has 

the greatest power to tilt the scales and influence speciation outcomes- are worthy of 

scrutiny.   

Gene flow is blocked by reproductive isolation, which can be pre-zygotic or post-

zygotic. Pre-zygotic isolation refers to the prevention of hybrid formation through 

barriers to mating, examples of which include interetaxon differences in courtship 

behavior, habitat, mating season and ecological niche, among othes. Even if 

hybridization – here defined as the crossing of intertaxon parents to produce first-

generation (F-1) admixed offspring - were to occur freely, hybrids must be viable, fit, 

and fertile in order to act as intertaxon conduits of genetic material. Classically accepted 

post-zygotic isolation mechanisms include hybrid sterility, hybrid inviability - where 

hybrids die off in the F-1 generation - and hybrid breakdown, where hybrids are able to 

survive only for a few generations past F-1.  

Hybrid asexuality has been posited as a form of post-zygotic isolation that occurs 

in hybrids of taxa that are early in the speciation process[2]. In order for hybrids to act as 

intertaxon conduits to gene flow, they must be sexual as well as viable, fit, and fertile. 

Asexuality is common and occurs in all  phyla[10], and is found most often in hybrids of 

species pairs. In a variety of taxa - especially reptiles[11-13] and fish[1] – hybrid 
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asexuality appears to arise in offspring of taxon pairs that are less diverged than taxon 

pairs whose offspring show hybrid sterility or hybrid inviability (reviewed in [2]).  In 

sum, hybrid asexuality could have a strong impact on speciation outcomes, as it appears 

to block gene flow at earlier speciation stages compared to classic post-zygotic isolation 

mechanisms. Therefore, it is important not only to study the frequency of hybridization, 

and the multi-generational persistence of hybrids, but also the mating system of hybrids, 

in order to assess the effects of hybridization on intertaxon gene flow. 

1.1 Reproductive mode variation in hybrids, and its effects on 
gene flow and speciation 

Hybrid reproductive mode determines whether or not hybrids can backcross 

with parents and act as conduits to gene flow. In genera in which members of a given 

species, subspecies, or lineage are capable of either sexual or asexual reproduction, 

intertaxon hybrids can be sexual or asexual. Sexual hybrids – provided they are not 

solely self-fertilizing - can potentially facilitate an array of evolutionary consequences 

including introgression, swamping, fusion, and reproductive reinforcement, by acting as 

conduits for intertaxon gene flow. The effectiveness of sexual hybrids at facilitating gene 

flow could depend on many factors, including how long, in terms of generations, sexual 

hybrids can persist.  Conversely, asexual hybrids block gene flow; the effectiveness with 

which gene flow is blocked could depend on the frequency with which asexuality arises 

in hybrid lineages, as well as on how early after the initial intertaxon cross asexuality 

arises.  
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Sexual hybrids can persist for multiple generations, or die off in early 

generations. Many hybrid zones consist chiefly of ephemeral F-1s whose stocks need to 

be constantly replenished by new intertaxon crosses [9, 14-18]. Low hybrid multi-

generational survival (henceforth low persistence) may be due to environmental 

maladaptation; one example of this phenomenon would be low fitness in intermediate-

phenotype hybrids of parents adaptively diverged to different environmental niches in 

non-clinal hybrid zones [19-21].  If the parent taxa have accumulated intrinsic genomic 

incompatibilities, hybrids may show low persistence due to reduced fitness, or sterility 

due to genomic conflict leading to the loss of meiosis [22-24]. Ephemeral sexual hybrids 

are unlikely to act as significant conduits for gene flow, since they die before many, or 

any, rounds of reproduction. On the other hand, sexual hybrid lineages can sometimes 

persist for multiple generations, either through outcrossing or self-fertilization. In some 

plants and some fish, even a low outcrossing rate  has been shown to be sufficient to 

facilitate copious hybridization [25-27]. Thus, provided that outcrossing rate is not zero, 

persistent sexual hybrids make intertaxon gene flow more likely than if hybrids were 

solely ephemeral sexual, or solely asexual.  

Proposed mechanisms for the causation of asexuality through hybridization 

include gene regulation changes and/or asynchronous gene expression caused by the 

‘collision’ of diverged genomes[28-30]. Tentative evidence for these mechanisms come 

from studies in Tripsacum[31] and Boechera [32]. However, there is also support for the 
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claim that side-effects of hybridization, such as polyploidy, may be the true proximate 

causes of asexuality, and that hybridization merely indirectly facilitates asexuality [33-

37]. Distinguishing between whether hybridization directly causes or indirectly 

facilitates asexuality is outside the focus of this dissertation.  

Hybrids are not always asexual. Whether hybridization facilitates asexuality 

directly or indirectly, a fact strongly relevant to evolution in hybrid zones is the fact that 

not all hybridization events, results in asexuality. Genera such as Boechera that contain 

both sexual and asexual members display numerous species pairs that produce both 

sexual and asexual hybrids[26, 32, 38-40]. Genomic evidence that some hybrid asexual 

animal lineages arise repeatedly from multiple hybridizing crosses, while others arise 

only once or a few times, suggests that there is intertaxon variation in how frequently 

hybridization facilitates in asexuality [41-44] , reviewed in [2]).  The success of lab-based 

attempts to generate asexual animals via hybridization varies across taxa, suggesting 

that only certain “genomic collisions” result in asexuality [37, 43, 45-48] as reviewed in 

[10]. 

One explanation for intertaxon variation in the correlation between hybridization 

and asexuality is the observation that asexuality evolves at lower levels of divergence 

between hybridizing taxa, compared to other post-zygotic isolation mechanisms, such as 

sterility or inviability. In fish [1] and reptiles [11-13],it has been observed that highly 

diverged species pairs generally produce sterile hybrids, whereas less diverged species - 
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or incipient species - pairs are the ones that display asexual hybrids. This supports the 

hypothesis that asexuality is evolutionarily significant because it arises in cases where it 

can act as an early barrier to copious gene flow, and therefore can potentially be an aid 

to speciation – with the caveat that  gene flow on some occasions aids divergence [9, 14-

18]. 

In plants, the variation in reproductive mode among hybrids extends down to 

the level of recently diverged subspecies that are early in the speciation process – an 

evolutionarily significant arena for reproductive mode variation, since sexual and 

asexual hybrids can potentially exert opposing influences on speciation. For example, in 

Boechera, a genus with both sexual and asexual hybrids, reproductive mode variation has 

been observed in both interspecies hybrids and intersubspecies hybrids[49, 50]. 

This dissertation focuses on a form of asexual reproduction found in over 400 

angiosperm taxa [30, 36]. Gametophytic apomixis (henceforth ‘apomixis’) is the 

production of clonal seed via the formation of meiotically unreduced female gametes, 

followed by fertilization-independent embryogenesis, and either fertilization-

independent endosperm development, or more commonly, fertilization-reliant 

endosperm development[51-53]. Apomixis shows a strong association with interspecies 

hybridization [29, 30, 51, 54-59], though it is unknown whether this relationship is 

causal.  Many authors have proposed that hybridization facilitates apomixis, either 

directly via gene regulation changes or asynchronous expression caused by the 
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‘collision’ of diverged genomes [29, 30] , or indirectly through ploidy increase [35, 36], 

since most apomicts are polyploids [35, 36, 60, 61], though diploid apomicts are well-

characterized in Boechera [32, 38, 62-67]. Apomixis almost always occurs together with 

polyploidy and/or hybridization [51], but non-apomict hybrids are common, leading to 

the question of how frequently apomixis evolves among hybrids.  

1.2 Population genomic patterns in hybrid zones provide means 
of inferring hybrid reproductive mode and hybrid persistence 

Among confirmed sexual hybrids, ephemeral and persistent sexuals can be 

distinguished by means of analyzing heterozygosity, hybrid index, and chromosomal 

composition. When alleles that are diverged between parental taxa are considered, first 

generation hybrids will be highly heterozygous, have high hybrid index, and consist of 

long admixed heterozygous tracts. A glut of hybrids with these genomic patterns would 

suggest that hybridization occurs but is ephemeral. If hybrids inbreed or self and persist 

over multiple generations, they will on average retain high hybrid index, but lose 

heterozygosity. Their genomic composition will shift to short, interspersed homozygous 

chromosomal segments from each parent. 

 However, in genera with reproductive mode polymorphism, a population 

genomic signature of a surfeit of highly admixed, highly heterozygous accessions could 

be due to an early transition to asexuality in hybrid lineages. A transition to asexuality 

essentially freezes genomic patterns of early generation hybrids and maintains them 

over subsequent generations of clonal reproduction. Thus, in genera with reproductive 
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mode polymorphism, scrutiny of dense SNP data for signs of clonality, perhaps in 

conjunction with fine-scale geographic information, is required to distinguish between 

early sexuals and early asexuals. Even so, the distinction between advanced generation 

inbred sexuals, and early sexuals/asexuals can still be made, even in genera with 

reproductive mode polymorphism. 

Sexual hybrids may also backcross with parents, perhaps asymmetrically. 

Introgression would result in skewed hybrid index, with hybrids consisting of mostly 

ancestry from one parent taxon, and small fragments of homozygous ancestry from the 

other parent. However, incomplete sorting of shared ancestral polymorphisms might 

result in the same pattern; additional computational steps are required to distinguish 

between the two processes. 

1.3 Factors which increase the impact of hybrid asexuality in 
blocking gene flow 

To recap, hybrid asexuality has been proposed as an evolutionarily important 

barrier to gene flow, because it evolves at lower divergences than classical forms of 

reproductive isolation such as BDM incompatibilities and sterility, as described above. 

That is, it blocks gene flow between incipient species who are in the early stages of 

speciation, when impeded gene flow can have strong impacts on evolutionary outcomes 

[9, 14-18]. However, the effectiveness of asexuality as a barrier depends on how often 

individual hybridizing crosses result in asexual, rather than sexual, hybrids. It also 

depends on how soon hybrid lineages transition to asexuality. If asexuality were to arise 
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in only a small fraction of hybridizing crosses, and/or after hybrids had undergone 

several generations of reproduction with potential for backcrossing (that is, sexual 

reproduction), then, all other factors being equal, its impact as a barrier to gene flow 

would be lower than if it were to arise frequently. 

With regards to apomixis, a popular hypothesis is that if hybridization facilitates 

apomixis, it will do so in the F1 generation. Authors have modeled apomicts as being 

highly heterozygous and constituting 50% of alleles from each parent[61, 68] based on 

this hypothesis, and on results from small numbers of microsatellite loci that do not 

necessarily accurately represent genome-wide heterozygosity[39, 69]. However, it has 

been pointed out that the timing of the onset of apomixis after hybridization is still an 

open question[70]. 

As discussed above, there is variation among genera in how frequently 

interspecies hybridization facilitates asexuality [41-44], reviewed in [2]), as evinced by 

genomic patterns supporting that some interspecies hybrid asexual animal lineages arise 

repeatedly from multiple hybridizing crosses, while others arise only once or a few 

times. We are not aware of studies assessing the frequency of generation of asexual 

hybrids at the level of crosses between subspecies or recently diverged species, and it is 

at this level of taxon divergence where the question of the degree of effectiveness of 

asexuality as a block to gene flow has true evolutionary significance.  
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The goals of this dissertation are to examine a hybridizing pair of recently 

diverged subspecies in the facultative asexual genus Boechera, and examine whether 

hybrid asexuality – specifically, hybrid apomixis – might be a contributing factor to the 

maintenance of divergence in the face of prolific formation of hybrids. We assess gene 

flow by looking for signs of swamping, fusion, and introgression. We use dense genomic 

data and fine-scale geographic sampling in order to assess how often, and how soon, 

apomixis might arise from intersubspecies crosses, and also to assess the occurrence and 

persistence of sexual hybrids.  

1.4 Study System 

1.4.1 Asexuality and hybridization in Boechera 

Boechera, a genus with many members who are facultatively asexual, hybridizes 

extensively. Hybrids can be any combination of sexual, asexual, polyploid and diploid. 

Apomicts are common. Sexual Boechera are highly selfing[25], however,  sufficient 

outcrossing occurs for rampant interspecies and intersubspecies hybridization to be 

observed [26, 32, 38-40].  

Previous authors [71] have shown that apomicts and sexuals in Boechera often co-

occur at a scale of ~1km. Co-occurrence could be explained by a single origin of 

apomicts followed by high dispersal – this is corroborated by the literature on 

reproductive assurance of asexuals discussed above. Alternatively, co-occurrence could 

be due to the fact that the apomicts are generated locally, by the same crosses as the local 
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sexuals, and therefore found in the same stands of plants. The repeated evolution theory 

is strongly supported at the level of Boechera as a genus [40, 49, 72, 73], reviewed in[71], 

but whether apomixis revolves once or repeatedly among hybrids of the same species or 

subspecies pair is an open question.  It is also possible that apomicts are both locally 

generated and have high dispersal; these two hypotheses are not mutually exclusive, but 

it is possible, and worthwhile, to empirically distinguish between them. 

Boechera stricta is a genetically tractable relative of Arabidopsis, with a 

geographically and environmentally diverse native range that spans much of Western 

North America.  It is gaining increasing importance as a model system for ecological 

genomics [26], possesses a range of genomic resources including a sequenced genome 

[74], and occurs in relatively-undisturbed natural habitats.  

Based on sequence data from 484 accessions from across the species range [75, 

76], Boechera stricta has two subspecies, “EAST” and “WEST”, which are estimated to 

have diverged in allopatry approximately 100 kya[77]. The subspecies are allopatric 

throughout most of their ranges, and in allopatry occupy regions with drier (EAST) vs. 

wetter (WEST) climates[76]. A topographically heterogeneous, climatically intermediate 

hybrid zone spans parts of central Idaho and western Montana [75]. Further genetic 

substructure exists in the EASTERN subspecies confined to the south EAST portion of 

the species range, far from the hybrid zone of interest[77]. 
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1.4.2 Evidence for early-stage ecological speciation 

Several observations support the hypothesis that the two subspecies diverged in 

allopatry in response to climate-driven differences in water availability, came into 

contact post-glaciation, and retain divergence in sympatry. First, FST-Qst analyses on 

>200 accessions from both subspecies show selection-driven divergence of several 

morphological and phenological traits, both within and outside the hybrid zone[75]. 

Second, environmental niche modelling showed that trait divergence is correlated with 

climatic differences associated with differential water availability in allopatry, and 

topographic factors driving differences in water regime in sympatry [76]. Third, 

preliminary reciprocal transplant experiments of EAST genotypes into WEST habitat, 

and vice versa, show evidence consistent with local adaptation [78]. 

1.4.3 Reproductive mode variation and ploidy variation among 
hybrids 

B. stricta is predominantly selfing [25], but capable of outcrossing, and has been 

shown to give rise to diploid and triploid apomicts when crossed with other species[46, 

50, 67, 79]. Intersubspecies EASTxWEST hybrids showcase the same diversity of 

reproductive modes:  preliminary segregation tests on hybrids reveal the presence of 

both diploid apomixis and sexual reproduction, and microsatellite data shows that 

triploid hybrids sometimes occur (C.R Lee, pers. comm). 
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1.4.4 Gene flow between EAST and WEST subspecies 

Despite evidence for selectively-mediated trait divergence between subspecies in 

the hybrid zone, intersubspecies hybrids are widespread and can persist for many 

generations in the greenhouse. Admixed individuals have been found in many sites 

within the 200 km hybrid zone in central Idaho and western Montana. Given genetic 

divergence among hybrids, and low rates of gene flow in Boechera stricta [25], this 

suggests that hybrids have arisen repeatedly in nature. In this dissertation we present 

evidence for highly inbred hybrids, indicating that hybrids can persist for multiple 

generations. Sexual hybrids can be self-pollinated in the greenhouse with little sign of 

breakdown for at least 8 generations[78], consistent with the absence of intrinsic 

genomic reproductive incompatibilities that reduce viability [9, 80] 

1.5 Aims 

This dissertation examines the extent to which hybrid reproductive mode might 

be a factor in the maintenance of ecological divergence and subspecies boundaries in the 

face of prolific hybridization. We ask four questions: 

Aim 1: How frequent is hybridization between B. stricta subspecies?  

Aim 2: To what extent are hybrids sexual versus asexual? Persistent versus 

ephemeral? 

Aim 3: How frequently does apomixis arise among hybrids? 
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Aim 4: Are there signs of introgression, fusion or swamping between NOR and 

WES?  
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2. Methods 

This dissertation uses dense genomic data from extensively sampled populations 

in a hybrid zone in order to answer questions about hybridization, reproductive mode, 

and intertaxon gene flow. Table 1 lists the analyses used to support each aim.  

2.1 DNA Library Preparation  

We conducted genotyping by sequencing on 1437 unique accessions 

preliminarily identified as B. stricta via morphological traits such as erect fruits and 

malpigeacious trichomes, as well as on 16  Boechera accessions representing other taxa, 

collected from across the Northern Rocky Mountains. DNA was extracted using Qiagen 

Plant DNeasy Mini kits, made into libraries using the protocol outlined in Andolfatto et 

al[81] and sequenced within 8 lanes of paired end Illumina NGS. Accessions sequenced 

in lanes 1-6 had read length 100 bp, and those in lanes 7-8 had read length 150 bp.  

2.2 SNP identification 

Alignment of read genotypes to the B. stricta LTM hardmasked reference, base 

quality recalibration, INDEL realignment, and SNP and INDEL discovery and hard 

filtering were performed as described in Wang et al[77].  
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2.3 Setting hybrid zone boundaries 

Previous work by Lee et al[75] identified a contact zone between the EAST and 

WEST subspecies of B. stricta near the border of Idaho and Montana. Seed collection 

over several years (2014-2016) allowed targeted sampling within hybrid hotspots 

following rounds of identification of admixed (ADM) accessions via PCA and 

fastSTRUCTURE on GBS data. Here we focus on the most densely sampled region of the 

hybrid zone within coordinates latitude 43.5 to 46.0 and longitude -116 to -113. 

2.4 SNP and Accession Dataset Filtering 

GBS information was separated into several datasets differing in accessions, 

alleles and SNPs in order to fit requirements for diverse downstream analyses (Table 2, 

Table 3).  

A dataset representing an even sampling over the entire collection range of B. 

stricta was created (not shown) by removing indels, accessions whose morphology 

and/or Principal Components Analysis  results identified them as non-stricta, accessions 

representing overly-dense sampling from small geographic areas, and loci unshared 

between the accession set with 100bp reads and the set with 150 bp reads.  SNPs and loci 

were filtered using Standard Filtering (described in Table 2) in which SNPs 

ungenotyped in >0.5 accessions, accessions ungenotyped at >0.5 of SNPs, loci with high 

read count indicating potential duplication (>20 reads), and non-biallelic loci, were 
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discarded. These parameters are identical to those used by Wang et al[82] for population 

genetics analyses over the B. stricta collection range using genomic resequence data.  

From the full range, standard filtered dataset, the accessions outside the hybrid 

zone geographic range were removed and Standard Filtering re-performed to create the 

Hybrid_Zone_Standard dataset. Population structure analyes performed on this dataset 

(Appendix B) revealed two geographically separated genetic subgroups within the WES 

subspecies, of which only one contributed strongly to NOR-WES hybrids. The 

Pruned_Hybrid_Zone_Standard dataset (371 accessions) was created by removing a 

major proportion of the non-contributing WES subgroup’s accessions from the 

Full_Range_Standard dataset, as well as all non-hybrid-zone accessions, and re-

performing standard filtering.  

To obtain reliable estimates of per-accession inbreeding coefficient via maximum 

likelihood (Fml), and per-accession proportion of heterozygous genotyped loci (PHET), and 

to substantiate the accuracy of local ancestry assignment, it is necessary to have reliable 

locus identification and allele calls. Stringent and Semi-Stringent Filtering (Table 1) are 

regimes with filters additional to those used in Standard Filtering. Both are intended to 

filter out potentially erroneously-read loci using minimum per-locus read counts (4 in 

Semi-Stringent, 5 in Stringent). Both filter out potentially false heterozygotes by 

requiring that the rarer allele at each locus is represented in at least two reads. Since 

these additional filters result in significant data loss, Semi-Stringent filtering accepts loci 
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missing in <0.4 accessions and accessions missing in <0.4 SNPs, whereas both cutoffs are 

set to 0.5 for both Standard and Stringent filtering. 

The 371 accessions in the Pruned_Hybrid_Zone_Standard dataset were re-

filtered from the Full_Range_Standard dataset using Stringent Filtering of SNPs, loci, 

and accessions to create the Pruned_Hybrid_Zone_Stringent dataset (236 accessions).  

This step was re-performed using Semi-Stringent Filtering to produce the 

Pruned_Hybrid_Zone_Semi_Stringent dataset (286 accessions).  

fastSTRUCTURE was used to assign accessions in the Pruned_Hybrid_Zone 

dataset to genetic groups, namely, Admixed (ADM), NOR or WES (described below). In 

order to assess PHET with regards to SNPs specific to genetic group, the ADM, NOR and 

WES accessions (118, 171 and 80 accessions respectively) constituting the 

Pruned_Hybrid_Zone_Standard dataset were separately filtered from the 

Full_Range_Standard dataset under Stringent Filtering, giving rise to 

Pruned_ADM_Stringent, Pruned_NOR_Stringent and Pruned_WES_Stringent datasets 

(87, 106, and 51 accessions respectively). Since Pruned_ADM_Stringent retained too few 

accessions to be used in pairwise ΔPHET analyses, a semi-stringently filtered version of 

the pruned ADM dataset was also created (Pruned_ADM_Semi-Stringent).  

Fml calculations remain to be performed on Pruned_Hybrid_Zone_Stringent and 

its three satellite group-specific datasets. Instead, early versions of these analyses were 

performed on Hybrid_Zone_Stringent and its associated genetic-group-specific 
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Stringent Filter datasets (Hybrid_Zone_NOR_Stringent, Hybrid_Zone_ADM and 

Hybrid_Zone_WES), and are presented in this dissertation.  

2.5 Population Structure Analyses 

Tentative assignment of all accessions into NOR, ADM and WES genetic groups 

was done using visual clustering of PCA results on all accessions from across the 

collection range (Full_Range_Standard) (Appendix B). These group assignments showed 

good concordance with fastSTRUCTURE results on the same dataset and partial 

concordance with group assignments in Wang et al (in press) based on PCA and 

fastSTRUCTURE results on genomic resequence data on an overlapping set of 

accessions (Appendix B). 

PCA performed on all hybrid zone accessions (Hybrid_Zone_Standard) showed 

clustering concordant with fastSTRUCTURE results on the same dataset, and concordant 

with clustering in PCA on entire range (Appendix B). Based on proportion of NOR 

ancestry from fastSTRUCTURE results (at k=2) on all hybrid zone accessions, accessions 

were assigned to parental (NOR, WES) or admixed(ADM) genetic groups; accessions 

with proportion NOR ancestry >95% were classified as NOR, those with NOR ancestry 

95-5% classified as ADM, those with NOR ancestry <5% classified as WES.  

fastSTRUCTURE results gave a ΔK of 3 (despite best k by maximum likelihood of 2) and 

revealed two geographically separated genetic subgroups within WES, of which only 

one significantly contributed to NOR-WES admixture. 80 accessions from the non-
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contributing WES subgroup were removed – this also reduced overly dense sampling 

from sites with few ADM accessions - and the remaining accessions (Pruned_Hybrid 

_Zone_Standard) were once more subjected to population genetic analyses.  

fastSTRUCTURE and PCA results on the pruned subset of hybrid zone 

accessions (Pruned_Hybrid_Zone_Standard) were concordant with each other (Fig. 1), 

and with fastSTRUCTURE results on the unpruned subset(Appendix B). 

fastSTRUCTURE results on the pruned dataset returned best K and ΔK of two. 

Proportion NOR Ancestry used throughout this dissertation is based on 

fastSTRUCTURE results from the pruned dataset. Genetic group assignments based on 

fastSTRUCTURE results on the unpruned dataset were retained and used throughout 

this dissertation, since identical proportion cutoffs for fastSTRUCTURE results from the 

pruned dataset resulted in identical assignments for 370/371 accessions. 

2.6 Assigning accessions to geographic populations 

Of the 371 Pruned Hybrid Zone accessions, 353 were assigned into 15 disparate 

population groups based on contiguity, geographic spread, and topographical 

boundaries such as roads and rivers. 18 accessions were too widely scattered to assign to 

populations. 

Population composition in terms of presence or absence of WES accessions is not 

affected by the removal of WES accessions from the full hybrid zone collection to create 
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the Pruned Hybrid Zone dataset – pruning removed ~80 WES accessions from Joseph 

Creek and Williams, but these two populations continue to retain WES after pruning.   

In light of uneven sampling across the hybrid zone, and the fact that assigned 

populations have varying geographic spreads and sampling density (Fig. 2),  the 

composition of the 15 populations in terms of accession membership in different genetic 

groups (Fig. 2 (A,B)) should be interpreted cautiously and on a case-by-case basis when 

seeking biological insights into the formation, persistence, and evolutionary impact of 

hybrids.  

2.7 Co-occurrence of hybrids with parental taxa 

The geographic separation from each ADM accession from the Pruned Hybrid 

Zone accession set to the nearest NOR, WES, and ADM accession (Minimum Separation, 

SEPMIN) was obtained. The distributions of SEPMIN from ADM to each group (NOR, WES 

or ADM) were compared. 

2.8 Isolation by distance analyses 

Coancestry was calculated for each accession pair in the  

Pruned_Hybrid_Zone_Standard dataset. Genotypes were compared for all pairwise 

non-missing loci. At these loci we calculated the probability that randomly drawn alleles 

from each individual would be identical. Finally, for each pair of individuals we 

calculated the genome-wide mean of these per-locus probabilities. This is equivalent to 
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the coancestry as defined by Falconer and MacKay[83], based on identity-in-state rather 

than identity-by-descent. 

Pairwise geographic separation was obtained between each accession pair in the 

Pruned Hybrid Zone dataset. Coordinates of each accession were used to generate 

geodesic distance (m) between each pair of accessions using the Geosphere package in R. 

In order to assess what factors might obscure the effects of geographic separation 

on coancestry, pairwise differences in hybrid index and heterozygosity were also 

calculated.  ΔNOR proportion was calculated for each accession pair in the 

Pruned_Hybrid_Zone_Standard dataset. The difference between NOR proportion was 

obtained for each pair of accessions.  ΔPHET was calculated for each accession pair in the 

Pruned_ADM_Semi-Stringent dataset. PHET was calculated for each accession in the 

dataset, and absolute value difference in PHET was obtained for each accession pair. 

2.9 FST 

Weir’s FST [84] was calculated for each SNP in the 

Pruned_Hybrid_Zone_Standard dataset.The genome was separated into 100bp 

windows. Since hypervariable regions could result from poor alignment, and regions 

with too few SNPs would give unreliable mean FST estimates, windows with <5 or >50 

SNPs were discarded. Weighted and mean FST were calculated for the remaining 881 

windows. Z scores for individual SNP FST estimates, and weighted and mean FST per 

window, were calculated using original scripts in R.  
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2.10 Heterozygosity Analyses 

PHET, or genome-wide proportion of heterozygous loci, was calculated for each 

accession by dividing number of heterozygous loci by number of genotyped loci.  

Numbers were obtained using VCFtools. PHET was calculated for Pruned_Stringent 

Pruned_NOR_Stringent, Pruned_WES_Stringent, and Pruned_ADM_Stringent 

datasets.For the matrix of ΔPHET, PHET calculated on Pruned_ADM_Semi-Stringent was 

used, as this optimizes both strictness of filtering and number of retained accessions.  

2.11 Inbreeding coefficient analyses 

Two metrics of per-accession inbreeding level were used: a maximum likelihood 

estimate, Fml,  using the per-locus HMM-based method of Vieira et al[85] and a direct 

estimation based on per-accession heterozygosity obtained via genotype calling (Fgc). 

Both these metrics were deployed on the pre-pruning full hybrid zone accession set; 

analyses on the pruned set are currently underway. 

Fgc was calculated using VCFtools for Hybrid_Zone_Stringent. Fml was calculated 

twice for Hybrid_Zone_Stringent, first with and then without thinning the dataset to 

only 1 SNP per 5kb. Thinned and unthinned datasets returned highly correlated Fml 

values (>0.95). Fgc and Fml showed strong concordance (0.995) therefore only Fml results 

are shown in this dissertation. 
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Fml was also calculated without SNP thinning for the 

Hybrid_Zone_NOR_Stringent, Hybrid_Zone_ADM_Stringent and 

Hybrid_Zone_WES_Stringent datasets. 

2.12 Segregation Test 

For 20 WES, 20 NOR and 60 ADM accessions with genotype by sequence data, 5 

siblings OR 5 offspring were planted. Leaf tissue was harvested after 72 hours of dark 

treatment, and DNA extracted using Qiagen DNeasy mini kits.   

Apomicts and sexuals were distinguished by using Cleaved Amplified 

Polymorphic Sequence- Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism (CAPS or PCR-

RFLPs)[86]. Putatively non-duplicated genomic regions were identified by using 

BLAST[87] to locate genes with only one protein homolog in the B. stricta genome. From 

within these regions, GBS SNP data from the Hybrid Zone Standard Filter dataset was 

used to identify all loci heterozygous within cut sites for common restriction enzymes 

(ECOR1, HINDIII or BamHI) in at least one accession among the 100 accessions being 

tested. Of these, primers were designed for the loci heterozygous over a sufficiently 

large number of accessions. Primer specificity was verified using BLAST. For each 

accession, DNA was amplified using the appropriate primers with 5PRIME 

HotMasterMix (Quantabio), restriction digest with the appropriate enzyme was 

performed at 37 Celsius for 2 hours, and the product was subjected to gel electrophoresis 

on 1.5% borax gel for 1 hour.  
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A heterozygous accession was classified as one showing both cut and uncut 

amplified bands post-digest. A cut homozygote was defined as one showing no uncut 

bands, and an uncut homozygote accession was defined as one where the digest had no 

effect. If an accession’s 5 siblings/offspring were all heterozygous for both tested loci, it 

was classified as apomict. If the siblings/offspring displayed cut homozygote: 

heterozygote: uncut homozygote in a 1:2:1 ratio for both tested loci, it was classified as 

sexual.  

Note: Segregation testing remains underway. To date, we have successfully 

tested 8 accessions at one locus (Scaffold597, base pair 1581462) using HINDIII as the 

restriction enzyme. Tentative conclusions are made from the results.  

2.13 Local ancestry assignment using HAPMIX  

Local ancestry assignment using the HMM-based method outlined in Price et 

al[88] was performed on the Standard, Stringent, and Semi-Stringent filtered versions of 

the Pruned_ Hybrid_Zone dataset.  

For each dataset, the WES and NOR accessions were set as parental reference 

populations, and the ADM accessions as the hybrid population. Missing data in the 

parental reference populations was imputed using BEAGLE[89]. The SNP list from the 

entire dataset was separately genotyped for the hybrid population and each post-

imputation reference population. Of the results, only the loci that could be mapped to 

the B. stricta LTM hardmasked reference were retained for HAPMIX (Version 2), which 
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returns local ancestry in the form of the probabilities of each SNP being homozygous 

NOR (NN), homozygous WES(WW), or heterozygous NOR-WES(NW). For each 

accession, the probability of a given locus being homozygous WES (p(WW)) was used to 

classify that locus as heterozygous admixed (0.4>=p(WW)<=0.6), homozygous WES 

(p(WW) =>0.8), or homozygous NOR (p(WW)=<0.2). SNPs with p(WW) outside these 

ranges were classified as unassigned (UNK) and were not employed for subsequent 

diploid tract assignment steps.  

A diploid genomic tract was defined as the genomic region between the last two 

SNPs in a contiguous run of markers of the same ancestry type. Tracts were assigned to 

four types: tracts consisting of NN markers were classified as NN, those between NW 

markers as NW, those between WW markers as WW, and genomic regions between 

SNPs of different ancestry types were classified as Unknown (UNK) tracts.  

All tract length statistics were calculated for both physical (bp) and linkage (cM)  

tract length. Linkage tract length was generated based on the linkage map used in Wang 

et al [77]. The length of each tract of each type was calculated based on the physical and 

linkage map positions of the first and last SNP in the tract. Mean, median, and sum tract 

lengths were generated per tract type for each accession. Total called tract length per 

accession was generated by summing the sum lengths of NN, NW, WW and UNK tracts. 

Proportional summed length per type was calculated by dividing the sum of tract 

lengths of each type by the total called tract length. 
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2.14 Inference of reproductive mode via genome-wide 
heterozygosity 

Each hybrid in the Pruned Hybrid Zone accession set was classified as apomict 

or sexual based on the common hypothesis[61, 68] that when hybridization facilitates 

apomixis, it does so early, before generations of sexual reproduction can decrease 

heterozygosity. Three measures of heterozygosity – proportion of NW SNPs from local 

ancestry assignment, proportion of across-hybrid-zone SNPs that are heterozygous, and 

proportion of among-ADM SNPs that are heterozygous – each display a bimodal 

distribution (Fig. 3).Previous authors have also found bimodal distributions in 

microsatellite heterozygosity in Boechera with the two peaks corresponding to sexuals 

and apomicts[90], so we applied a between-peak cutoff for each distribution. Accessions 

with PHET from the ADM-only dataset greater than 0.08, or PHET from the entire pruned 

hybrid zone dataset greater that 0.15, or NW locus proportion greater than 0.045, are 

classified as putative apomicts (62/118) while the remainder are classified as putative 

sexuals (56).  Support for these thresholds is provided by the fact that inferred 

reproductive mode agrees in 8/8 cases with reproductive mode assigned via segregation 

testing. 

2.15 Comparative co-occurrence of inferred, highly admixed 
sexuals and inferred, highly admixed apomicts with parental 
taxa 

All hybrids with ΔNOR proportion ~0.4-0.6 were chosen (27 apomicts, 18 sexuals, 

where reproductive mode is classified by heterozygosity cutoff), and the distance from 
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each of these accessions to the nearest NOR, WES, sexual, and apomict accession 

(Minimum Separation, SEPMIN) was obtained. SEPMIN values >1km were removed from 

the analysis in order to consider only hybrids who were within a biologically relevant 

distance from representatives of all genetic groups and reproductive modes. The 

distributions of SEPMIN between apomicts/sexuals and members of each of the other 

groups were compared. 

2.16 Hierarchical clustering 

Pairwise geographic distances were clustered using Ward-method hierarchical 

clustering  in JMP PRO 13. Clusters were numbered, and each accession was assigned a 

cluster number. Pairwise coancestry values were clustered using Complete-method 

hierarchical clustering in JMP PRO 13. Clusters were numbered, and each accession was 

assigned a cluster number.
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3.Results  

3.1 Population structure in the hybrid zone, and the reliability of 
genetic group assignment 

The hybrid zone consists of two subspecies and their hybrids, with one 

subspecies consisting of two genetically and geographically divergent groups. When all 

hybrid zone accessions are considered (Hybrid_Zone_Standard), fastSTRUCTURE 

results suggest that there are three main groups within the hybrid zone (ΔK = 3). The 

NOR and WES subspecies were identified based on the membership of accessions whose 

subspecies is known, based on population genomics analyses on resequence data 

conducted across the full sampling range of B. stricta by Wang et al[77]. Within WES, 

two subgroups were observed at K=3 (Appendix B). 

Many accessions (~100/451) display both NOR and WES ancestry according to 

fastSTRUCTURE on the full hybrid zone dataset. Proportions of NOR ancestry at K=2 

were used to assign accessions to WES, NOR or ADM groups (WES <0.05, NOR >0.95, 

ADM between 0.05 and 0.95 inclusive). Of the two WES subgroups, only one (WES_A) 

showed major contribution to the NOR-WES hybrids. Subsequent visualization of the 

geographic distribution of NOR, WES_A and the other WES group (WES_B) shows that 

the two WES subgroups are geographically separated with dense sampling of WES_B 

over a small geographic area (not shown). 

Once the unevenly dense sampling from the geographically and genetically 

distinct WES subgroup is pruned out, the hybrid zone displays two significant genetic 
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groups (NOR and WES) with extensive admixture (fastSTRUCTURE on 

Pruned_Hybrid_Zone_Standard has ΔK=2, best K by maximum marginal likelihood = 2).  

fastSTRUCTURE results in the pruned and unpruned datasets are highly concordant 

(Fig. 1(C)). All subsequent analyses were performed on the pruned version of the hybrid 

zone dataset. Pruning the dataset does not lead to altered conclusions about group 

membership: when the cutoffs for genetic groups are applied to the pruned dataset’s 

fastSTRUCTURE results, 370/371 accessions retain the same group assignment. 

Therefore the group assignments made based on the unpruned dataset are retained and 

used for all subsequent analyses. However, the proportion of NOR ancestry used for all 

subsequent analyses is that calculated from fastSTRUCTURE results on the pruned 

dataset.   

In this dissertation, hybrid index refers to the degree of admixture of a hybrid. 

We use Proportion NOR Ancestry obtained from fastSTRUCTURE on the 

Pruned_Hybrid_Zone_Standard dataset as an indirect measure of hybrid index; when 

NOR proportion is either 0 or 1, hybrid index is 0. Accessions are frequently referred to 

as having high hybrid index – this refers to NOR proportion of ~0.5.  

3.2 Reliability of heterozygosity measurements 

Heterozygous SNP proportion obtained via genotype calling appears robust to 

changes in locus, SNP, and accession filtering thresholds (Fig. 4).  Due to diverse 

requirements of different downstream analyses, three filtering regimes (Standard, 
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Stringent and Semi-Stringent, see Table 2) were applied to the pruned hybrid zone 43the 

numbers and reliability of retained loci, retained SNPs, and retained accessions (Table 

3). Standard filtering was used prior to population structure analyses (fastSTRUCTURE, 

PCA, AFS) where eliminating erroneously called SNP genotypes is less important than 

having sufficient numbers of SNPs and accessions. Stringent filtering was used prior to 

identifying heterozygous loci via genotype calling: an application which requires high 

accuracy in the identification of SNPs and alleles. Semi-Stringent was a relaxed version 

of Stringent, with lower thresholds for retaining accessions and loci, and was used prior 

to analyses which require both accuracy and high numbers of SNPs and/or accessions, 

such as genome-wide FST calculations and calculations of pairwise difference in 

heterozygosity. A comparison of PHET among differently filtered datasets, over shared 

retained accessions, shows that filtering regime does not greatly affect PHET, since all 

correlations are >0.98 (Fig. 5).  

Before delving into what patterns of heterozygosity in the hybrid zone reveal 

about biological processes, it is important to understand the relationship between 

admixture and heterozygosity, specifically in terms of how population structure in a 

hybrid zone can affect heterozygosity measurements. SNP choice affects an accession’s 

proportional genome-wide heterozygosity. A population consisting of two hybridizing 

subspecies will have an uneven distribution of polymorphism – lower in each parent 

group and higher in hybrids. The inclusion of many SNPs that are monomorphic in 
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parental groups into the calculation of heterozygous locus proportion will cause 

deflated heterozygosity estimates of parental accessions. Thus it is difficult to compare 

per-accession heterozygosity across a population that contains parentals and hybrids.  

Evidence for the theory that population structure influences per-accession 

genome-wide proportional heterozygosity estimation was provided by a comparison of 

PHET calculated across all hybrid zone SNPs, with PHET calculated across SNPs specific to 

an accession’s genetic group.  Each accession’s PHET calculated over the stringently 

filtered pruned hybrid zone dataset (Pruned_Hybrid_Zone_Stringent) was compared 

with its PHET calculated over its group-specific stringently-filtered dataset 

(Pruned_NOR_Stringent for NOR accessions, Pruned_WES_Stringent for WES 

accessions, and Pruned_ADM_Stringent for ADM accessions) (Fig. 6). Both methods 

show higher PHET in ADM compared to NOR and WES, on average, and there is a strong 

overall correlation (0.963) between PHET values from the former and the latter methods. 

However, as expected, PHET estimates are lower for the Across-Hybrid-Zone SNP 

selection compared to Within-Genetic-Group SNP selection, in all genetic groups. The 

degree of correlation between the two methods varies among genetic groups, with ADM 

showing the strongest (0.944), and WES showing the weakest (0.7410), correlation.  NOR 

shows 0.8882. Since ADM is the most highly polymorphic group, and WES, having a 

smaller population size than NOR is the least polymorphic group[77], this difference 
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supports the theory that population structure in terms of degree of polymorphism 

influences genome-wide proportional heterozygosity estimation.  

Subsequent analyses attempt to take the effect of populations structure into 

account by either using both group-specific and hybrid-zone-wide PHET values, or, if 

only ADM are being considered, only using group-specific values.  

As an independent line of evidence to corroborate all findings based on 

heterozygosity, we also calculated inbreeding coefficient (Fml) based on the maximum 

likelihood method of Viera et al[85] for each accession, both for within-genetic-group 

SNPs and across-hybrid-zone SNPs (Fig. 7). This was performed on the pre-pruning 

dataset (Hybrid_Zone_Stringent) – calculations remain underway for the pruned 

dataset. As expected, inbreeding coefficient results mirror results obtained through 

heterozygosity, strengthening the biological conclusions made in subsequent sections 

based on heterozygosity calculations. 

3.3 Reliability of local ancestry assignment 

Local ancestry assignment is robust to changes in SNP, Locus and Accession 

filtering thresholds. A comparison of HAPMIX output under three different filtering 

regimes (Table 1) resulting in different numbers of SNPs (Table 3, Fig. 8(D))  reveal 

visually similar results in the case of a highly homozygous (Fig. 8 (A)), a highly 

heterozygous (Fig. 8(B)), and an intermediately heterozygous (Fig. 8(C)) accession. The 

number of SNPs assigned to a given type (NN, NW or WW) highly correlated when 
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HAPMIX results on the datasets with greatest and smallest SNP numbers are compared 

(Fig. 8(E)).Based on this result, all further analyses were done on HAPMIX results on 

Pruned_Hybrid_Zone_Standard, in order to include maximum loci and accessions. 

Local ancestry assignment is concordant with PHET and ancestry proportion. 

Genotype calling and local ancestry assignment yield concordant results in terms of 

proportional heterozygosity per accession (Correlation coefficient =0.919). A count of 

NW loci per accession was obtained from HAPMIX results on 

Pruned_Hybrid_Zone_Standard. Since HAPMIX utilizes a fixed number of loci for each 

accession (63,042), this count is a standardized representation of heterozygosity across 

accessions. This count was compared with PHET calculated across the same SNPs and 

accessions (Fig. 9).  

Local ancestry assignment is concordant with hybrid index. Estimates of the 

degree of genetic contribution from each parental subspecies into any given ADM 

accession are concordant across HAPMIX and fastSTRUCTURE (Fig. 5). The count of 

NN loci per accession obtained from HAPMIX results on Pruned Hybrid Zone Standard 

dataset shows a positive correlation with proportion of NOR ancestry calculated from 

fastSTRUCTURE  results on the same dataset (Fig. 1 C) whereas count of WW loci per 

accession shows a negative correlation with proportion NOR ancestry, and count of NW 

loci shows low values at both extremes of proportion of NOR ancestry. 
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3.4 Aim 1: How frequent is hybridization between B. stricta 
subspecies? 

We assess how frequently hybrization occurs between NOR and WES. We find a 

high density of hybrids in our sample. In order to discover whether this high density is 

due to a few successful hybridizing crosses followed by high dispersal of the hybrid 

lineages, or by repeated, frequent, independent hybridizing crosses, we use two 

independent lines of evidence. First we examine how widespread hybrids are across the 

hybrid zone, and then we examine co-occurrence of hybrids with parents in order to see 

if there is evidence that hybrids might disperse far enough from parents to have 

colonized the hybrid zone purely by dispersal. Second, we examine whether hybrids are 

more related to neighboring hybrids than geographically distant hybrids, by testing for 

isolation by distance, in order to see if hybrids might have a single origin followed by 

clonal reproduction and dispersal. 

3.4.1 What proportion of sampled accessions are hybrid? 

fastSTRUCTURE on the pruned dataset displays a large number of hybrids 

(118/371) and therefore supports prolific interbreeding between NOR and WES. 

Additional evidence for the presence of two heavily hybridizing subspecies in 

the hybrid zone is obtained by PCA on the pruned dataset. The semi-continuous 

distribution along PC1 shows excellent concordance with group assignments made 

using fastSTRUCTURE (Fig. 1 (D)).  
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Allele frequency spectra (AFS) also support the conclusion that there is 

admixture between WES and NOR in the hybrid zone (Fig. 10). Spectra appear bimodal 

both when the pruned accession set is considered in entirety, and when the ADM alone 

are considered, indicating that both the whole set and the ADM consist of two distinct 

genetic groups. WES also displays bimodality, supporting the fastSTRUCTURE and 

PCA results that indicate substructure within WES. In contrast, NOR does not appear 

bimodal. While the observation of bimodality depends on bin size, nevertheless the 

comparison of the four groups supports conclusions made via our other population 

structure analyses.  

Though these results support that hybrids are prolific in the hybrid zone, they 

cannot address whether hybridization is prolific, since prolific hybrids might be due to 

one, or a few, successful hybrid lineages than the repeated independent origin of new 

hybrids from NOR-WES crosses. 

3.4.2 How geographically widespread are hybrids? 

We examine whether the prolific hybrids are confined to a single hotspot in the 

hybrid zone, or scattered widely across the hybrid zone. Of the 371 Pruned Hybrid Zone 

accessions, 353 were  assigned into 15 disparate population groups (Fig. 11, Table 4) 

based on contiguity, geographic spread, and topographical boundaries such as roads 

and rivers.  Populations vary widely in size (Fig. 2 (A) and sampling density (Fig. 2 (C)) 

and do not necessarily adhere to the biological definition of population, but rather 
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represent sampling locations and a means to quantify the broad-scale spread of hybrids. 

Finally, 18 accessions were too widely scattered to assign to populations. 

ADM accessions are scattered widely across the hybrid zone, and are found in 

6/15 populations (Fig. 2), which span a scale of 200-300 km. This result shows that 

hybrids are not geographically isolated to a single area in the hybrid zone. However, 

this result alone cannot address whether hybridization occurs independently in different 

populations, since widespread hybrids may be widespread due to either repeated local 

origins, or wide dispersal from a single origin. 

3.4.3 Are hybrids widespread and prolific due to dispersal, or due to 
frequent independent origination? 

Having discovered that hybrids are prolific and geographically widespread, we 

ask if this is due to frequent, repeated, independent NOR-WES hybridization, or due to 

the single origin and clonal spread of hybrids. First, we examine whether hybrids are 

found at distances from parental taxa that suggest that hybrids could have colonized a 

span of several hundred km by dispersal alone. Second, we ask if genetic similarity 

among hybrids supports single origin. 

3.4.3.1 Do hybrid-parent co-occurrence patterns suggest that hybrids could have 

colonized the hybrid zone through dispersal following single origin? 

Hybrids are found in 6/15 populations in the hybrid zone, and in five of these, 

both parental taxa are present. If hybrids originated in one of these populations and 

dispersed to occupy the others, we assume that there should be some traces of hybrid 
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migration across the hybrid zone in the form of hybrid-only clusters. On a broad 

geographic scale, we do not find any populations with only ADM accessions. However, 

given the uneven sizes and sampling densities of populations, it is necessary to seek 

evidence of ADM-only clusters in a more systematic fashion and on a finer scale.  

The distance from each ADM accession to the nearest accession (SEPMIN) of a given 

parental taxon (NOR or WES) is measured. The resulting distribution of SEPMIN reveals 

that hybrids are nearly always found within a few km (<2.5km) of the nearest parental 

accession, where both NOR and WES are concerned (Fig. 12). This precludes the 

presence of ADM-only clusters that are far from the nearest parentals. In contrast, the 

SEPMIN median and SEPMIN range from NOR to WES, and WES to NOR is much greater, 

consistent with some solely NOR and some solely WES clusters in the hybrid zone. 

Significance testing for these results remains underway. 

The absence of hybrid-only populations, and the absence of hybrid-only clusters 

on a finer scale, both tentatively support that hybrids are prolific and widespread in the 

hybrid zone due to repeated local generation, since there is no evidence that hybrid 

dispersal was wide enough to colonize a span of several hundred km. An unlikely 

caveat is that hybrid-only clusters may have died off after hybrids dispersed and 

colonized the hybrid zone, perhaps because the habitat between hybrid hotspots is 

unfavorable in the long term – however, this does not explain why we see parental-only 

clusters of both subspecies, but not hybrid-only clusters. A more likely caveat is that 
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imperfect sampling may have missed ADM-only clusters. In order to further test the 

strength of the repeated local origin hypothesis in the face of these caveats, we examine 

an independent line of evidence, namely, the genetic similarity of hybrids to their 

neighbors. 

3.4.3.2 Do hybrids display isolation by distance? 

If hybrids all have a single origin, we would not expect to see a signature of 

isolation by distance, provided outcrossing is low. We examine the relationship between 

pairwise coancestry – a measure of genetic similarity – and pairwise geographic 

separation among hybrids. We look for significant IBD on a range of geographic scales. 

In addition to testing for IBD across the entire hybrid zone, we test several densely 

sampled populations that vary in size in order to assess hybrid similarity on a number of 

geographic scales. The populations tested also vary in elevation gradient. Previous 

studies have shown that NOR and WES are ecologically diverged in the hybrid zone, 

and that NOR accessions prefer higher elevations. Coancestry is negatively correlated 

with deltaNOR, that is, difference in NOR ancestry proportion (Fig. 13). Therefore, if 

elevation correlates with NOR ancestry proportion, it could potentially drown out the 

negative correlation between pairwise coancestry and pairwise geographic separation.  

Performing IBD testing repeatedly, on populations that vary in elevation gradient, 

allows the observation of whether or not IBD might be confounded by elevation. 
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Two hybrid zone populations, Blowfly and Jordan, were subjected to repeated 

rounds of sampling and therefore show the highest numbers and densities of hybrids. 

Blowfly contains 49 NOR, 5 WES, and 64 hybrid accessions and is mid-sized (146 km2) 

collection across an altitude range of 1844 m to 2462 m, with a shallow altitudinal 

gradient. In Blowfly, hybrids are found chiefly in two geographically distinct 

subpopulations (BF1, BF2) which are ~5km apart. BF1, whose diameter is ~0.5km, 

contains NOR, WES and ADM. In BF2 (diameter ~1km), we observe no WES accessions, 

and many NOR and hybrid accessions. A scatter of parental accessions spans the area 

between the subpopulations.  The existence of two close, densely sampled 

subpopulations of hybrids provides replicates for testing for IBD on extremely fine 

scales. Jordan, a much smaller population than Blowfly  (~5km2) spans an altitude range 

of 2177 m to 2500 m, consists of 21 NOR, 9 WES, and 35 ADM accessions, and has a 

steep altitudinal gradient. In addition to providing another fine-scale site for testing for 

IBD, Jordan provides an opportunity to see if elevation might confound IBD.  

IBD analysis shows that hybrids are more genetically similar to neighboring 

hybrids than distant hybrids, on a range of geographic scales (Fig. 14 and Table 5, 

column “All”). Geographic separation displays significant (P<0.0001) negative 

correlations with coancestry of hybrid pairs across the hybrid zone. Significant IBD 

persists at smaller geographic scales, in the densely-sampled population of Blowfly 

(~10km diameter). The strongest observed IBD (-0.660) is found at the smallest scale 
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tested, in one of Blowfly’s two subpopulations (BF2, diameter ~1km). Blowfly’s other 

subpopulation (BF1), and a separate small densely sampled population (Jordan, ~5km 

diameter) also display negative correlations, albeit non-significant ones. The non-

significance of IBD in Jordan is likely due to the steep slope in this location and the 

confounding effect of the high, significant correlation of NOR ancestry proportion with 

elevation (0.516). 

 The finding that hybrid-hybrid neighbors are likely to be related supports that 

hybrids are locally generated, even on scales as fine as 1km. An alternative explanation 

is that hybrids are highly outcrossing, and that they consist of a single-origin dispersing 

population that generate genetic diversity over distance as they disperse via sexual 

reproduction. The latter possibility is unlikely, given that the selfing rate in B.stricta is so 

high, with reports ranging from 85-90% selfing[25, 26], however it cannot be ruled out 

without ascertaining hybrid reproductive mode, which we explore in subsequent 

sections. The hypothesis that all hybrids are apomicts arising from a single origin can be 

ruled out, since mutation rates are too low, and hybrid lineages too young, for a single 

dispersing clonal apomict lineage to produce the observed signature of IBD.  

An attempt to obtain a second, independent line of evidence for the observed 

negative correlation between genetic similarity and geographic separation using 

hierarchical clustering was unsuccessful. Two methods – hierarchical Ward clustering 

and hierarchical complete linkage clustering - were performed for clustering pairwise 
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accession comparisons according to coancestry. Clusters contained too few accessions 

for successful testing of cluster robustness via a chi square test. However an examination 

of the mean and median pairwise coancestry within each cluster for each method reveals 

that all clusters revealed by both methods have mean and median coancestry lower than 

the overall mean and median coancestry. Thus the clusters are not reliable. This analysis 

was not carried further. 

3.5 Aim 2: To what extent are hybrids sexual versus asexual? 
Persistent versus ephemeral? 

In order to answer questions about hybrid reproductive mode and the number of 

generations that hybrids persist, we used a multi-pronged method involving segregation 

testing for sexual versus clonal reproduction, comparing patterns of local ancestry 

among accessions and examining the relationship between hybrid index and 

heterozygosity. First we look for sexuals and apomicts in our sample, then test whether 

any sexuals present look to have persisted for several generations by inbreeding or 

selfing.   

3.5.1 Does reproductive mode vary among hybrids, and if sexuals are 
present, are any of them advanced generation sexuals? 

Population structure analyses suggest that if hybridization-triggered apomixis 

occurs, it does not occur in all NOR-WES F1 hybrids. The diverse range of 

fastSTRUCTURE ancestry proportions (Fig. 1(C)), wide range of PCA distribution along 

PC1 (Fig. 1 (D)), and the AFS of ADM (Fig. 2) accessions all support wide variation in 
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the degree of contribution from each parental subspecies into hybrid genomes. This 

pattern suggests the presence of some selfing and/or backcrossing hybrids, and provides 

little support for the theory that NOR-WES crosses always result in asexuality in the F1s, 

for if that were the case we would see only hybrids with roughly equal ancestry 

proportions from each parent, rather than a continuous distribution of hybrid index 

among hybrids. These results suggest that if hybridization triggers asexuality, it does so 

only in specific NOR-WES crosses, or, alternatively, that there is variation in the number 

of generations of sexual reproduction that occur before hybrids transition to asexuality. 

Segregation testing confirms that hybrids can be sexuals or apomicts. Of the 8 

accessions tested for segregation at one locus (Table 6), 6 were classified as apomicts, 

based on the fact that each of their siblings/offspring shared their heterozygous 

genotype. One accession  (NH365) was classified as sexual based on a sibling/offspring 

phenotype ratio compatible with sexual reproduction.  One accession (NH280) showed 4 

heterozygous siblings/offspring and one apparently homozygous offspring, but since 

the single homozygous offspring showed the uncut genotype, this was attributed to 

restriction digest failure and the accession was classed as an apomict. The single sexual 

accession has low hybrid index (Proportion NOR ancestry ~ 0.2) and high 

homozygosity, suggesting it is either an advanced generation sexual or a backcrossed 

sexual. 
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The relationship between heterozygosity and hybrid index suggests the presence 

of both advanced generation inbred sexuals, and either apomicts or early sexuals (Fig. 

6). This is indicated by the presence of highly admixed (Proportion NOR ancestry ~0.4-

0.6) accessions forming two clusters – one with high and one with low heterozygosity. 

Low heterozygosity highly admixed accessions are most likely formed by inbreeding or 

selfing after the initial intertaxon cross, indicating that persistent hybrid sexuals exist. 

High heterozygosity highly admixed accessions are early hybrids – their reproductive 

mode cannot be inferred from heterozygosity and hybrid index alone.  

The relationship between hybrid index and SNP local ancestry provides further 

support that some hybrids are likely inbred advanced generation sexuals, while others 

are either early sexuals or apomicts. At high hybrid index (Proportion NOR ancestry 

~0.4-0.6), accessions have a wide range of admixed heterozygous (“NW”) locus counts 

out of a total of ~63k loci per accession (Fig. 5). This supports the conclusion that highly 

admixed accessions can be either highly homozygous or highly heterozygous, and 

supports the conclusion that hybrids consist of both advanced generation selfing sexuals 

and either apomicts or early generation sexuals.  

Analysis of local ancestry provides further support that some hybrids are likely 

advanced inbred sexuals, while others are either early sexuals or apomicts. For each 

accession, the summed linkage length of each tract type is expressed as a relative 

proportion of the summed length of all known tract types (NN, NW, and WW), and 
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examined in conjunction with mean tract length across all types (NN, NW, WW and 

UNK)  (Fig. 15).  Accessions with high hybrid index fall into two groups: those 

composed mostly of NW tracts (brown circle in Fig. 15), and those composed of roughly 

equal proportions of NN and WW tracts (green circle in Fig. 15). Most accessions in the 

former group have long mean tract lengths, while most in the latter have short to mid-

length mean tract length. Accessions composed mostly of long NW tracts (18/118 ADM 

accessions) are likely either sexual or apomict early generation offspring of a NOR-WES 

hybridization event, while those composed of interspersed NN and WW tracts (10/118 

ADM accessions) are likely advanced generation sexual hybrids. Since mean tract length 

is representative of the tract length of a majority of tracts only if the distribution is not 

skewed, density plots of tract length for each different tract type were created for each 

accession in each of the two groups of interest revealed by the ternary plot – namely, 

putative early apomicts/ sexuals, and putative advanced generation sexuals. A visual 

examination of the spread of tract lengths of each type corroborates the conclusions 

suggested by the ternary plot. That is, all putative apomicts/ early sexuals (Fig. 16) show 

NW tract length peaks at higher values than WW and NN peaks, and all putative 

advanced generation sexuals (Fig. 17) show NN and WW tract peaks with higher values, 

and at higher density, than NW peaks. Further corroboration was obtained by directly 

plotting the probability of WW ancestry at each SNP against physical chromosomal 

position of each SNP; visual comparison of the results shows long NW tracts for all 
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putative apomicts/early sexuals (Fig. 18) and short-to-mid-length interspersed NN and 

WW tracts for all putative sexuals (Fig. 19). 

Inference of reproductive mode of early hybrids – that is, accessions composed 

mostly of long NW tracts,  with high hybrid index and high heterozygosity – can be 

made by examining local ancestry patterns in conjunction with geographic data. For all 

early hybrids, probability of WW ancestry at each SNP was plotted against physical 

chromosomal position of each SNP (Fig. 18). . Many accessions from the same 

population (Blowfly) display nearly identical genomic tract patterns (Fig. 18). Of the 

three groups of near-identical accessions – marked with yellow, blue and green stars 

respectively – two groups contain four accessions. These high numbers of near-identical 

accessions suggest clonal stands of apomicts, since even sibling early-generation sexuals 

should show some degree of across-genome variation due to segregation. In sum, it 

appears that many early hybrids in our sample are apomicts rather than sexuals.  

Not only does reproductive mode vary across the hybrid zone, it varies on 

remarkably fine geographic scales. Blowfly is a mid-sized densely sampled population 

whose genetic diversity recapitulates all the variation seen across the hybrid zone as a 

whole (Fig. 20) – it consists of both apomicts and sexuals as inferred by heterozygosity 

(Fig. 21 (A)), with two of the apomicts confirmed by segregation testing. Jordan (Fig. 22), 

and Blowfly’s two subpopulations BF1 (Fig. 21 (C)) and BF2 (Fig. 21 (B)) each contain 

both inferred sexuals and inferred apomicts. The fact that sexuals and apomicts co-occur 
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often, on fine geographic scales, is consistent with a mechanism whereby a single NOR-

WES cross gives rise to a lineage where some accessions transition to apomixis and some 

do not. In subsequent sections we explore this hypothesis indirectly, by testing whether 

apomicts appear to be related to their sexual neighbors. 

In summation, our sample of hybrids shows reproductive mode variation, 

suggesting the presence of both early hybrid apomicts and advanced generation sexuals. 

Segregation testing provides a direct line of evidence of reproductive mode variation. 

Genomic data provide information on heterozygosity, local ancestry and hybrid index, 

which support the evidence of advanced generation sexuals and early hybrids of 

unknown reproductive mode. When local ancestry is examined in conjunction with 

accession location, early hybrids look clonal, suggesting that they are apomicts. The 

presence of advanced generation sexuals refutes the possibility that all hybridization 

between NOR and WES is ephemeral, and also refutes the possibility that hybridization 

always results in the generation of apomicts. 

3.5.2 How long do hybrids stay sexual before transition to apomixis? 

We test the common hypothesis that when hybridization facilitates apomixis, it 

does so in early-generation hybrids, rather than following sexual reproduction for many 

generations. Whether apomicts are confirmed through segregation testing, or inferred 

through genomic patterns, our data are consistent with this hypothesis. 
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Of the seven apomicts inferred through segregation testing, all have high 

heterozygosity and hybrid index (Fig. 23) and are all composed chiefly of long 

heterozygous admixed tracts (Fig. 24), which supports that the transition to apomixis 

happened early after the NOR-WES cross, in all cases. These seven early apomicts are 

from three different populations (Blowfly, Williams and Jordan) indicating that early 

hybrid apomixis is geographically widespread, and not an isolated phenomenon. 

Putative early apomicts, as inferred by local ancestry patterns, are also 

geographically widespread. The accessions inferred to be early hybrid apomicts due to 

being composed mostly of long heterozygous NW tracts, and having near-identical local 

ancestry patterns (Fig. 18) come from several different populations. Thus genomic 

evidence also supports that early hybrid apomixis is a widespread, rather than isolated, 

phenomenon.  

3.6 Aim 3: How frequently does apomixis arise among hybrids? 

The high occurrence of apomixis in geographically wide-apart populations 

suggests either that apomixis arises frequently and independently from multiple 

different NOR/WES crosses, or that apomicts have dispersed widely after a single, or a 

few, NOR-WES crosses. To distinguish between these hypotheses, we assess whether 

segregation-test-confirmed apomicts are clonal, suggesting single origin. We examine 

whether co-occurrence patterns suggest that apomicts disperse far enough from parents 

to colonize hundreds of kilometers by dispersal after a single central origin. Finally we 
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test if apomicts appear to be more closely related to neighboring apomicts than distant 

apomicts, and neighboring sexuals than distant sexuals, to assess whether apomicts 

appear to arise from local crosses. 

3.6.1 Is there evidence of repeatedly arising apomixis among 
segregation-test-supported apomicts? 

Local ancestry patterns of the seven segregation-test-confirmed apomicts are not 

identical (Fig. 24); since apomicts are clonal, this suggests that the seven apomicts are 

generated from different NOR-WES crosses, rather than being a single broadly-

dispersed apomict lineages. Mutation after single origin is not a likely source of the 

observed inter-apomict genomic variation, since mutation rate (10-9 mutations per 

generation) is not high enough to cause visible differences where only ~63,000 SNPs are 

concerned. Even apomicts generated a hypothetical ~100,000 years ago would be 

different only at ~6 SNPs, and our hybrid apomicts were more likely generated no 

earlier than ~11,000 years ago, as this is when glacial recession enabled NOR and WES 

colonization of the hybrid zone region. Thus, segregation testing and subsequent 

scrutiny of local ancestry supports that apomicts are generated independently in 

different populations. 

3.6.2 Do co-occurrence patterns suggest repeatedly arising 
apomixis? 

In order to examine fine-scale co-occurrence patterns of parental taxa, apomict 

hybrids, and sexual hybrids, it is necessary to assign reproductive mode to accessions 
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that have not yet been subjected to segregation testing. As described in previous 

sections, segregation test results at time of writing support the common hypothesis that 

when hybridization facilitates apomixis, it does so in early generation hybrids, rather 

than in those who’ve sexually reproduced for many generations post-intertaxon-cross. 

Therefore we assign reproductive mode based on this hypothesis (see Methods, 

Inferring reproductive mode), in concordance with previous authors[61, 68]. 62 

accessions are classified as putative apomicts, and 56 as putative sexuals.  At the time of 

submission of this document, reproductive mode assignment using heterozygosity 

agreed in 8/8 cases with reproductive mode assignment via segregation testing, 

supporting our cutoffs, however, very recent segregation results may cast some doubt 

on the strong link between heterozygosity and apomixis.  

In terms of occurrence on a broad geographic scale, the 56 inferred apomicts 

occur in each of the six populations with hybrids. The fact that each hybrid population 

contains both inferred sexuals and inferred apomicts suggests that if hybridization 

drives apomixis – as has been suggested by several authors[28-30] - it does not always 

do so. However, the occurrence of inferred apomicts in geographically wide-apart 

populations suggests either that apomixis arises frequently and independently from 

multiple different NOR/WES crosses, or that apomicts have dispersed widely after a 

single, or a few, NOR-WES crosses.   
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18 inferred sexuals and 27 inferred apomicts were found to be highly admixed 

(NOR ancestry proportion ~0.4-0.6). The distances from each of these highly admixed 

putative sexual and putative apomict accessions to the nearest NOR, WES, sexual, and 

apomict is measured (SEPMIN). SEPMIN distributions (Fig. 25) show that the majority 

(interquartile range) of sexual and apomict accessions have at least one NOR, WES, 

sexual, and apomict accession within ~2.5 km. Therefore, in order to restrict analysis to 

sexuals and apomicts who are found within biologically meaningful distance of 

parentals and other hybrids, so that the analysis focuses on hybrids found within 

genetically diverse geographic clusters, we removed all pairwise distances of 

SEPMIN>1km from the dataset.  The distribution of distances at this finer scale is depicted 

in Fig. 26, and all conclusions below are based on co-occurrence comparisons at this 

scale. 

Significance testing is underway for SEPMIN comparisons. Preliminary 

observations based solely on relative magnitudes of interquartile range, mean, median 

and maximum are presented below. SEPMIN distributions are heavily skewed due to 

outliers (Fig. 26) so medians are more meaningful than means, however, both are 

considered, since the medians are often zero.  

3.6.2.1 Co-occurrence testing results 

Apomicts appear to disperse further from NOR compared to sexuals. SEPMIN of 

apomicts from NOR accessions is greater than SEPMIN of sexuals from NOR accessions, 
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in terms of mean, median, maximum, and range (Fig. 26) . On the assumption that 

apomicts are locally generated, this suggests that apomicts can disperse further from 

NOR parentals than sexuals. Alternatively, apomict lineages may be older than sexual 

lineages and may have had more time to spread.  

No conclusion can be drawn as to whether apomicts range further from WES 

than sexuals. SEPMIN between WES and sexuals is greater than that between WES and 

apomicts in terms of both the mean and median, but the mean values are very similar, 

the maximum is higher for apomicts, and the spread suggests that apomicts range 

further from WES than sexuals do.  The smaller number of WES comparisons compared 

to NOR comparisons might be responsible for the contradictory summary statistics. 

Sexuals appear to always be found very close to apomicts, while apomicts are not 

always found close to sexuals; this suggests apomicts and sexuals form from the same 

hybridization events, following which apomicts disperse further than sexuals. 

Comparison of the interquartile range, maximum, and mean show that the SEPMIN 

distribution is lower for comparisons of sexuals with the nearest apomict, than apomicts 

with the nearest sexual, while the median alone shows the opposite trend. The pattern 

presented by the mean, maximum and spread suggest that apomicts and sexuals are 

generated by the same hybridization events, following which apomicts disperse further 

than sexuals. This hypothesis is corroborated by the abovementioned observation that 

sexuals and NOR co-occur more closely than apomicts and NOR.  
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However, despite the fact that apomicts are found further from the nearest NOR 

parent compared to sexuals, most apomicts are still found within 1km of the nearest 

NOR or WES accession. This suggests, but does not confirm, that apomicts cannot 

disperse far enough to colonize multiple, widely separated populations (scale of 

hundreds of km) by single origin followed by dispersal, since if their dispersal were that 

high, some apomicts would be found in parental-taxon-free clusters.   

In summation, co-occurrence patterns suggest that apomicts might have multiple 

independent origins, and also that apomicts may either arise earlier than sexual lineages, 

or disperse further than sexual lineages. The proximity patterns of sexuals and apomicts 

to each other suggest that the latter is more likely, and that sexuals and apomicts arise 

from the same hybrid lineages, after which apomicts disperse further than sexuals. 

3.6.3 Do apomict patterns of isolation by distance suggest repeatedly 
arising apomixis? 

Isolation by distance patterns suggest that apomicts are locally generated 

repeatedly, on scales as fine as 1km. Apomicts display  IBD on a range of scales(Table 5, 

column “Apomicts”). Across the hybrid zone (Fig. 27, top panel), in Blowfly, and in the 

Blowfly subpopulation BF2, apomicts display significant (P<0.0001) negative correlations 

between geography and coancestry. This is most likely an indication that apomicts are 

locally generated on scales as fine as 1km, since mutation rate is too low to support the 

alternative explanation of single origin followed by dispersal and mutation.   
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In contrast, sexuals only display significant IBD on the hybrid zone level(Fig. 27, 

bottom panel, and Table 5, column “Sexuals”), and on this level show a weaker 

correlation between geography and coancestry than do apomicts; however this pattern 

is likely due to the confounding relationship between coancestry and hybrid index, and 

therefore uninformative regarding the relative scale of local origin among apomicts 

versus sexuals. Putative apomicts by definition are all highly heterozygous and 

therefore mostly have ~1:1 proportions of NOR and WES ancestry, resulting in low 

variation in hybrid index among apomicts. Sexuals, on the other hand, can have high 

hybrid index variation. Therefore, the signal of distance on coancestry can be obscured 

by the presence of sexual accessions representing a wide range of hybrid index values in 

all populations, leading to an overall similarity of coancestry across geography.   

Apomicts and sexuals likely both arise locally, from the same hybrid lineages.  

To find further support for the theory that apomicts are locally generated from the same 

intertaxon crosses as co-occurrent sexuals, rather than being generated elsewhere and 

co-occurring with local sexuals purely due to high dispersal and migration, we compare 

coancestry between apomicts and neighboring sexuals to the coancestry between 

apomicts and distant sexuals. A decrease in apomict-sexual coancestry with geography 

would indicate that neighboring apomicts and sexuals are not merely co-occurrent, but 

also related, thus supporting that apomicts and sexuals both arise locally, from the same 

or closely related hybridization events. We observe a significant negative correlation of 
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coancestry with geography on the hybrid zone scale (Fig. 27, middle panel, and Table 7, 

and on the scale of Blowfly (~10 km). Thus, the hypothesis that co-occurring apomicts 

and sexuals are both locally generated, from the same, or closely related, hybrid 

lineages, is supported. Significant IBD across not only the whole hybrid zone, but also 

across the small scale of a single population, gives a measure of how locally apomicts are 

generated. 

3.7 Aim 4: Are there signs of introgression, fusion or swamping 
between NOR and WES?  

3.7.1 Are there signs of fusion or swamping? 

Despite prolific interbreeding, neither fusion nor genetic swamping have 

currently occurred – at least, to completion - in the hybrid zone. Complete fusion would 

present as only hybrids being present in our sample, and complete swamping would 

present as only hybrids and one parental taxon being present in our sample – neither is 

the case. In contrast, a large proportion of the sampled accessions in the pruned hybrid 

zone dataset (~67%) were classified as pure parentals (fastSTRUCTURE ancestry 

proportion from non-majority parent <5%). Both parental taxa are strongly represented 

(Fig. 1(C)) despite the fact that some WES accessions were pruned out from the initial 

collection in order to represent only the WES subgroup that hybridizes with NOR. 

Divergence between NOR and WES in our sample (mean Weir’s FST = 0.268) is 

comparable with divergence between NOR and WES reported across the entire range of 
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NOR and WES subspecies[77], corroborating the maintenance of intertaxon boundaries 

in the hybrid zone shown by fastSTRUCTURE.   

When patterns of hybrid and parental taxon co-occurrence are examined on a 

finer geographic scale, there are still no signs of fusion or swamping. The fact that there 

are no ADM-only populations where NOR and WES have hybridized past recognition, 

and the fact that that ADM are nearly always (5/6 times) found in populations with both 

NOR and WES present (Fig. 2 (B)), suggests that fusion and swamping are unlikely, 

since intertaxon boundaries appear to be maintained in the face of hybridization. Very 

small populations, with diameter <2.5km, such as Jordan (Fig. 22) and the Blowfly 

subpopulations BF1 and BF2 (Fig. 21), contain NOR, WES and ADM in close proximity, 

further supporting the conclusion that NOR and WES remain separate taxa despite 

hybridization. NOR is more widespread over the hybrid zone than the subgroup of WES 

that hybridizes with NOR: NOR is present in 14/15 populations, and WES only in 9. 

There are 171 NOR accessions and 80 WES accessions of the hybridizing subgroup in 

our sample. Even so, it is unlikely that NOR is swamping the hybridizing WES 

subgroup, since 8/9 populations with WES also have NOR, supporting the conclusion 

that NOR and WES can co-exist without either swamping the other. 

Of 8 populations in which NOR and WES co-occur, three (Silver, Bayhorse, LTM) 

do not have hybrids (Fig. 2 (B)). It is possible that ADM were missed due to imperfect 

sampling, or absent due lack of opportunities for hybridization given the paucity of one 
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parental taxon;  Silver has very low sampling density over a large sampling range, 

Bayhorse and LTM have a small sampling range and appear by our sampling to consist 

mostly of one parental taxon. Barring these possibilities, there are three potential 

explanations for NOR-WES co-occurrence sans hybridization. One hypothesis is NOR 

and WES are widely geographically separated within these populations. Secondly, it is 

possible that some degree of post-zygotic isolation in the form of hybrid breakdown or 

hybrid mortality has evolved in these NOR-WES mixed populations.  A third hypothesis 

is prezygotic isolation due to ecological divergence. Previous studies[75, 76] have shown 

that NOR and WES are ecologically diverged within the hybrid zone, with NOR 

preferring drier, higher habitat. Since the hybrid zone is steeply mountainous, with 

extensive topological variation occurring over small distances, it is possible that NOR 

and WES are elevationally separated over small geodesic distances, and therefore lack 

opportunities to hybridize. There is tentative support for the third hypothesis. There is a 

small but significant correlation of NOR ancestry proportion with elevation across the 

hybrid zone, when all genetic groups (NOR, ADM and WES) are considered. Within 

Jordan, this correlation is higher (0.516); even though there are hybrids in Jordan, unlike 

in Silver, LTM and Bayhorse, the correlation suggests that elevational separation may 

sometimes act as a prezygotic barrier. Further work to distinguish between these three 

possible reasons for NOR-WES co-occurrence sans hybridization is ongoing.  
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3.7.2 Are there signs of introgression? 

An attempt to assess introgression by examining variation in intertaxon 

divergence along the genome is inconclusive. We sought genomic regions that might 

have experienced increased intertaxon gene flow due to introgression by examining 

variation in FST along the genome. Plots (not shown) of 100kb fixed-window Weir’s 

Weighted FST (Fig. 28) along the genome did not show any peaks or valleys of 

divergence, suggesting either that GBS data does not provide high enough resolution to 

visualize along-genome divergence differences, or that there are no genomic regions 

experiencing high gene flow due to introgression. The reliability of FST calculation was 

confirmed by the fact that PCA on 882 SNPs with high FST  (>0.95) is sufficient to 

recapitulate genetic group assignment based on ~63k SNPs (Fig. 28). 

Local ancestry patterns suggest either introgression or incomplete lineage sorting 

in a few hybrids with high proportions of NOR ancestry. Local ancestry analysis shows 

5 accessions composed mostly of long homozygous NOR tracts, and a small proportion 

of homozygous WES tracts (Fig. 20). Since mean tract length is representative of the tract 

length of a majority of tracts only if the distribution is not skewed, density plots of tract 

length for each different tract type were examined for these accessions; all accessions 

show NN length peaks at higher values than WW or NW (Fig. 29). A visual examination 

of genome-wide chromosomal segment patterns (Fig. 30) shows that, in the three 

accessions that come from the same population (Blowfly), the small homozygous WES 
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segments are found at the same genomic locations (chromosome 1 and 2).  These 

accessions are within a few km of each other. Another accession, ~35 km away, shows a 

somewhat similar genomic pattern. This pattern is consistent with hybrid backcrossing 

into NOR parents and the introgression of the same WES fragment into the NOR 

population, but could also be explained by ancient shared polymorphism followed by 

incomplete lineage sorting. Tests to distinguish these possibilities are ongoing. The 

geographic scale of dispersal of the shared WES fragment suggest that ILS is a more 

likely possibility.  
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4. Discussion 

4.1 Aim 1: How frequent is hybridization between B. stricta 
subspecies?  

We observe prolific, geographically widespread hybridization between two 

divergently adapted, recently diverged subspecies. There are multiple lines of support 

for the hypothesis that hybrids arise locally on fine geographic scales, rather than arising 

from a single intersubspecies cross, or few crosses, and colonizing the hybrid zone by 

dispersal, with the caveat that one of our results could also be explained by a widely-

dispersing single-origin hybrid population.  Frequent, independent, repeated 

hybridization suggests that prezygotic isolation mechanisms -such as ecological niche 

divergence – are highly porous in this system.  

4.2 Aim 2: To what extent are hybrids sexual versus asexual? 
Persistent versus ephemeral? 

There is strong evidence for the existence of persistent sexual hybrids. Ten 

persistent sexual intersubspecies hybrids are suggested by genomic patterns of local 

ancestry, namely, high hybrid index coupled with the majority of the genome consisting 

of short interspersed homozygous tracts from each parent. One among this group is 

confirmed as sexual via segregation testing. These ten accessions are found in several 

different widely separated populations, suggesting that persistent sexual hybrids are not 

a geographically isolated or rare phenomenon.  
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There is strong evidence for the widespread presence of apomicts. Their presence 

is suggested by local ancestry patterns,  and confirmed by segregation testing. Many 

highly heterozygous accessions with long tracts of NOR-WES heterozygosity cluster into 

a few groups with near-identical ancestry patterns and similar geographic locations, 

suggesting the presence of clonal stands of apomicts. Such groups are found in several 

different widely-separated populations, as are segregation-test-confirmed apomicts, 

indicating that apomixis is not a rare or isolated phenomenon. 

No conclusion can be made on how long apomict lineages persist. Most apomicts 

are found within 2 km of at least one NOR and at least one WES accession. Low 

dispersal is not conclusive evidence that apomict lineages die off before they can expand 

to new territory – it could be influenced by apomicts being best adapted to the local 

habitats in which they are generated, or simply due to lack of suitable habitat. Observing 

wide-ranging apomicts, whose distribution extends past NOR-WES contact hotspots, 

would have confirmed that apomict lineages persist for many generations. The opposite 

result does not allow conclusions to be made about the persistence of apomict lineages.  

There is no apparent evidence for the rampant repeated formation of ephemeral 

F-1 sexuals. Most accessions with patterns of local ancestry consistent with ephemeral 

sexuality – namely high hybrid index and long NOR-WES heterozygous tracts - also 

cluster into near-identical groups, suggesting that these accessions are apomicts rather 

than sexuals. Every accession with high hybrid index and long NOR-WES tracts that 
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was segregation-tested displays apomictic rather than sexual reproduction. These results 

do not rule out the presence of ephemeral sexuals, and certainly early-generation sexuals 

must exist at some point for advanced generation sexuals to be observed. However, 

these results suggest that NOR-WES hybridization does not chiefly consist of the 

formation of ephemeral sexuals who die off rapidly.  

Regarding the relative frequencies of sexual versus asexual hybrids, there is 

preliminary evidence for apomixis and sexual reproduction being equally common in 

our sample (62 putative apomicts, 56 putative sexuals) based on reproductive mode 

inference via heterozygosity, though very recent segregation testing casts some 

uncertainty on this method of inference.  

In summation, hybrids appear to be often apomictic (62/118), yet equally often 

sexual (56/118) and sometimes both sexual and persistent (at least 11/118). The presence 

of advanced generation sexuals suggests that there are sexual hybrid lineages that are 

not hampered by classic post-zygotic reproductive isolation mechanism such as hybrid 

breakdown and hybrid sterility. Though B. stricta has a high selfing rate, the observed 

high frequency of hybridization suggests that outcrossing rates in sexuals are high 

enough to be impactful. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that sexual lineages 

without signs of post-zygotic isolation would facilitate copious intertaxon gene flow by 

backcrossing with parents: indeed, the high variation in hybrid index among hybrids 

could be explained by backcrossing, though it could also represent normal variation in a 
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selfing or inbreeding population of hybrids. Therefore, in the face of such high 

opportunity for intertaxon gene flow, apomixis could be a significant postzygotic 

barrier. 

4.3 Aim 3: How frequently does apomixis arise among hybrids? 

Evidence strongly suggests repeated origins of apomixis across the hybrid zone, 

and local generation of apomicts on a scale of <1km. Analyses of co-occurrence show 

that apomicts and sexuals co-occur tightly, with most apomicts being within 1km of at 

least one sexual, and most sexuals being within 1km of at least one apomict. Since both 

apomicts and sexuals are widespread across the hybrid zone, rather than all being 

concentrated into a single small area, this suggests that hybrids are organized in many 

small patches, where in each patch, sexuals and apomicts arise from the same hybrid 

lineage or few lineages– that is, that they are the offspring of the same NOR-WES cross 

or a small group of closely related NOR-WES crosses.  An unlikely alternative would be 

that apomicts arise from one or a few lineages throughout the hybrid zone, following 

which they disperse widely and infiltrate all the same populations as sexuals, and are 

nearly always found so close to sexuals purely by chance, or perhaps due to shared 

preference for habitat. This unlikely alternative is refuted when we consider that most 

apomicts also have low (<1km) separation from the nearest parentals, suggesting that 

they do not have high enough dispersal rates to co-occur with sexuals via migration. In 

sum, comparative analysis of apomict dispersal and apomict-sexual co-occurrence  
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suggests that sexuals and apomicts are generated by the same small populations of 

parents, and that apomicts therefore arise repeatedly, even within fine geographic 

scales. 

 Further support for local generation of apomicts is obtained through the 

negative correlation between geographic separation and the genetic similarity between 

sexuals and apomicts. Apomicts are more similar to neighboring sexuals than to sexuals 

who are further away. This correlation is observed at the level of ~10km (Blowfly), and is 

significant according to correlation testing,  but Mantel tests must be performed for 

confirmation, since significance testing via correlation tests is imperfect for pairwise 

distance data.  

Our data strongly support the repeated, frequent generation of apomixis on fine 

geographic scales. This suggests that hybridizing crosses often result in asexual hybrids, 

and bolster the theory that apomixis acts as a significant postzygotic impediment to 

intertaxon gene flow. 

4.4 Aim 4: Are there signs of introgression, fusion or swamping 
between NOR and WES? 

The B. stricta hybrid zone showcases opposing influences on gene flow. There is 

evidence for ecological divergence driven by water regime as mediated by elevation 

from prior studies[75, 76], and our own data show that NOR ancestry proportion shows 

a small but significant correlation with elevation. Yet, the prezygotic barrier provided by 

ecological divergence is clearly porous, since hybrids are prolific, widespread, and likely 
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occur frequently. Among hybrids, apomixis arises frequently and independently, 

suggesting that gene flow might be low, and yet the presence of sexual lineages showing 

no signs of postzygotic isolation suggests that gene flow could be high.  

We look for signs of fusion and swamping and find none. NOR and WES are 

prolific in the hybrid zone despite frequent hybridization, and NOR and WES 

intersubspecies boundaries are maintained even when NOR and WES closely co-occur 

and hybridize. Elevation-mediated ecological divergence may be responsible for the 

instances where NOR and WES co-occur without hybridizing, and may possibly also be 

responsible for the occasions where NOR and WES persist alongside hybrids, but in the 

latter case it is more likely that the frequent, repeated transition to asexuality in hybrid 

lineages blocks gene flow and prevents the backcrossing-mediated eradication of pure 

parental accessions.  

While copious swamping gene flow is not seen, the evidence is unclear on 

whether there is stable genetic exchange between NOR and WES. Local ancestry 

patterns consistent with either incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) or introgression from 

WES into NOR are observed in a handful of accessions, though the geographic scale of 

the shared WES fragment suggests that ILS is more likely. Further tests to distinguish 

these possibilities are ongoing.  

Other ongoing work at the time of writing includes significance testing of 

coancestry and geography correlations for sexual-apomict pairs, significance testing of 
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co-occurrence analyses, and completion of segregation testing to validate conclusions 

made based on heterozygosity cutoff. 
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5. Conclusion and Further Work 

Our results conclusively show that apomixis arises repeatedly, frequently, and 

independently, from different hybrid lineage, between two recently diverged subspecies 

of B. stricta These results are concordant with studies that have found hundreds of 

genetically diverse asexual lineages within Boechera [61](Li), and studies of copy number 

variation and chloroplast phylogeography, which each indicate multiple origins of 

apomixis in Boechera at the genus level. However, our study is unique in that it utilizes 

extensive intraspecific sampling together with dense genomic data to reveal the novel 

conclusion that even at the fine taxonomic scale of incompletely diverged subspecies, 

multiple different combinations of parental genomes can result in asexuality.  

The observation of the prolific repeated evolution of asexuality in the hybrids of 

a recently diverged species pair displaying no classic signs of reproductive isolation 

(hybrid sterility, low hybrid fitness) is consistent with the balance hypothesis [46] which 

claims that  hybrid asexuality evolves when parental genomes are sufficiently diverged 

to cause meiosis disruption when reunited, but not sufficiently diverged such that 

reunion results in hybrid embryo mortality or sterility. This hypothesis is well-

supported by previous work in multiple taxa[1, 2].  

The hybrid zone sports high proportions of parentals in addition to large 

numbers of hybrids, and hybrids and parentals co-occur over small geographic scales, 
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providing ample opportunity for swamping and fusion, especially since some hybrids 

are sexual.  

There are no signs of fusion or swamping despite ample opportunity. Parentals 

coexist tightly with each other and with hybrids, providing ample opportunities for 

hybridization, and indeed, the prolific generation of non-sterile hybrids does take place, 

suggesting that classic reproductive isolation mechanisms have yet to evolve. 

Nevertheless, large numbers of non-admixed parentals are observed. These observations 

support the hypothesis that hybrid asexuality may function as an early post-zygotic 

barrier to gene flow. However, the retention of divergence may also be ecologically-

driven: prior work using small numbers of accessions and microsatellite markers (ray) 

found ecological divergence within the hybrid zone, where NOR preferred higher, drier 

habitats and WES preferred lower, riparian habitats. Our own data show a small but 

significant correlation of NOR ancestry proportion with elevation, which is consistent 

with divergent ecological adaptation being retained in the hybrid zone.  These two 

hypotheses are not mutually exclusive:  hybrid asexuality may act as a barrier that aids 

the maintenance of ecologically driven divergence.  

In future work, we will attempt to distinguish between the effects of polyploidy 

and hybridization on apomixis. Ongoing work also includes analysis of phenotypic 

divergence between sexuals and asexuals with regards to known ecologically diverged 

traits, in order to test whether apomicts and sexuals occupy different niches. Finally, we 
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intend to test whether our conclusions of repeated independent evolution of apomixis 

are supported by other methods including but not limited to comparative chloroplast 

phylogeography, comparative levels of deleterious mutations, and the Meselson effect. 
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Figure 1: The B.stricta hybrid zone on ID-MT border  consists of pure NOR and WES 

accessions as well as NOR-WES hybrids 

 (A) Geographic distribution of entire B.stricta collection. 451 accessions were obtained 

from the hybrid zone (red circle) and pruned to avoid oversampling from particular 

genetic subgroups within WES (see Appendix A). (B) Population structure inferred by 

fastSTRUCTURE on 371 accessions and 67,901 genome-wide SNPs remaining after 

pruning (ΔK = 2, K by best marginal likelihood = 3). Accessions are labeled NOR, WES 

or ADM based on fastSTRUCTURE results on unpruned dataset (Appendix A); results 

visually indicate that dataset pruning has not affected population structure inference. 

(C) Principal components analysis on the same set of SNPs and accessions as in (B). 

Accession color represents the same genetic group assignment as used in (B).  Results 

indicate good concordance between PCA and fastSTRUCTURE on unpruned dataset. 
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Figure 2: Population Area and Composition by Genetic Group 

(A)The approximate area of each population. Yellow stars mark populations with 

hybrids. (B) The counts of populations for each observed combination of 

genetic groups. Populations with co-occurrence of NOR, WES and ADM are 

most common. (C) Counts of ADM, NOR and WES for each population. 

Blowfly and Jordan display prolific hybrids. (D) Summary statistics for total 

number of accessions collected from each population, indicating 

considerable sampling variation.
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Figure 3: Putative reproductive mode assigned based on bimodal distributions 

of multiple heterozygosity measures 
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The proportion of ADM-Specific heterozygous SNPs (A) is the most suitable 

heterozygosity-based metric for identification of apomicts. Based on its bimodal 

distribution, accessions with PHET <0.09 were classified as sexuals (shaded area). 

Accessions unrepresented in this dataset (31/118) were classified based on PHET on the 

entire Pruned Hybrid Zone dataset (Pruned_Hybrid_Zone_Stringent) (B) (cutoff =0.45), 

or, if not present in that dataset, based on the proportion of NW SNPs from HAPMIX 

(C) (cutoff =0.15). Ultimately, 56 accessions were classified as sexuals (shaded area in 

each plot) based on information from one or more of the three datasets. The order of 

prioritization of heterozygosity information from the three datasets leads to the 

discontinuous distribution of sexuals in (B) and (C). 
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Figure 4: Heterozygous SNP proportion obtained via genotype calling appears 

robust to changes in locus, SNP, and accession filtering thresholds. 

The Pruned Hybrid Zone accessions were filtered according to Standard, Stringent, and 

Semi-Stringent methods (see Table 1), and heterozygous locus proportion per accession 

(PHET) was compared among the three resultant datasets over each shared retained 

accession. The three filtering regimes return results that are highly correlated (>0.98). 
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Figure 5: Concordance between fastSTRUCTURE and HAPMIX results 

Locus type (vertical axes) is assigned using HAPMIX local ancestry assignment for each 

of 63,042 loci per accession. Count of NN loci per accession shows a positive correlation 

with proportion of NOR ancestry calculated from fastSTRUCTURE (Fig. 1(C)), whereas 

count of WW loci per accession shows a negative correlation, and count of NW loci 

shows low values at both extremes of proportion of NOR ancestry. The presence of a 

wide range of NW loci counts at mid-range values of NOR ancestry proportion (high 

hybrid index) supports the conclusion that both highly homozygous and highly 

heterozygous accessions exist among the highly admixed accessions. 
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Figure 6: ADM shows greatest proportion of highly heterozygous accessions, 

and greatest variation in per-accession heterozygosity, whether SNPs are chosen on 

within-genetic-group or across-hybrid-zone basis 

(A) Bottom panel: Stringent filtering of the pruned hybrid zone dataset retains 236 

accessions and 36,978 SNPs. For each accession, the proportion of genotyped loci 

that are heterozygous was calculated and plotted against proportion of NOR 

ancestry calculated from fastSTRUCTURE (Fig. 1(C)). Top panel: Here, stringent 

filtering was performed three times, after separating the pruned hybrid zone 

dataset into the three genetic groups shown in Fig1(C). Heterozygous SNP 

proportion was calculated separately for NOR (106 accessions, 10,154 SNPs), WES 

(51 accessions and 6101 SNPs) and ADM( 87 accessions and 21,022 SNPs). (B) The 

relationship between entire-hybrid-zone heterozygous SNP proportion and within-

genetic-group heterozygous SNP proportion. As expected, when only SNPs within 

a particular genetic group are considered in the calculation of heterozygosity, the 

accessions within that group appear more heterozygous than when SNPs are called 

across the entire hybrid zone. 
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Figure 7: ADM shows greatest proportion of highly outbred accessions and greatest 

variation in inbreeding levels, whether SNPs are chosen on within-genetic-group or 

across-hybrid-zone basis  

Bottom panel: Fml for the stringently filtered hybrid zone dataset 

(Hybrid_Zone_Stringent) versus proportion of NOR ancestry calculated from 

fastSTRUCTURE (Fig. 1(C)). Top panel: Here, stringent filtering was performed three 

times, after separating the hybrid zone dataset into the three genetic groups shown in 

Fig. 1(C). Fml was calculated separately for NOR, WES and ADM. (B) The relationship 

between Entire hybrid zone Fml and Within-group Fml. As expected, when only SNPs 

within a particular genetic group are considered in the calculation of inbreeding 

coefficient, the accessions within that group appear more outcrossed than when SNPs 

are called across the entire hybrid zone. 
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Figure 8: HAPMIX results appear robust to changes in SNP, Locus and Accession 

filtering thresholds 

A comparison of HAPMIX output under three different filtering regimes (See Table 1) 

resulting in different numbers of SNPs (D) reveal visually similar results in the case of a 

highly homozogyous (A), a highly heterozygous (B), and an intermediately 
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heterozygous (C) accession. The number of SNPs assigned to a given type (NN, NW or 

WW) is shown to be highly correlated when HAPMIX results on the datasets with 

greatest and smallest SNP numbers are compared (E) 
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Figure 9: Strong concordance between heterozygosity assessed by HAPMIX 

and heterozygosity assessed by genotype calling 

The count of NW loci from HAPMIX on Pruned_Hybrid_Zone_Standard dataset plotted 

against PHET calculated across all SNPs and accessions from this dataset. 118 accessions 

and 63,042 SNPs are represented. 
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Figure 10: Allele frequency spectra are consistent with admixture between two major 

genetic groups in the hybrid zone. 

The NOR group shows an abundance of rare alleles, with no peaks at higher 

frequencies, as expected in a monophyletic group.  Minor allele frequency distributions 

are bimodal in both the ADM group and the entire pruned hybrid zone dataset, 

consistent with hybridization between two genetically distinct populations. The WES 

group also displays enrichment of high-frequency minor alleles, consistent with 

previous evidence of two genetic subgroups within WES. 
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Figure 11: Geographic distribution of Populations. 

Map of Pruned Hybrid Zone accessions colored by population assignment. 
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Figure 12: Hybrid-Parent Co-occurrence 

118 admixed, 171 NOR and 80 WES are represented. The minimum distance 

(SEPMIN) to the closest NOR or WES neighbor is depicted on the vertical axis across the 

two side-by-side panels, for either ADM, NOR or WES genotypes. Breeding system 

categories are depicted along the horizontal axis in each panel, and genetic group of the 

neighbor is on the top axis. Boxes show interquartile range, horizontal line in boxes 

show median. 
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Figure 13: Coancestry calculations are validated by the observation of expected 

relationships between coancestry, pairwise difference in NOR ancestry proportion, 

and pairwise difference in heterozygosity 

Each point represents a pairwise comparison between ADM accessions (118 unique 

accessions). As the difference in delta NOR Ancestry Proportion increases, coancestry on 

average decreases. Color represents the absolute difference in PHET calculated over the 

Pruned_ADM_Semi-Stringent dataset, with red dots showing large and blue dots 

showing small differences. At any given value of delta NOR ancestry proportion, pairs 

with high difference in heterozygosity show lower coancestry than those with similar 

heterozygosity; across the X axis, red dots are concentrated at lower values of coancestry 

compared to blue dots. Accession pairs can still have low coancestry even when they are 

of similar NOR ancestry proportion if they differ strongly in heterozygosity – close to 

the X axis origin, there is a wide spread of coancestry, and the lower end is rich in red 

dots. Pairs containing one highly WES and one highly NOR hybrid are the blue dots 

found at high X axis values – predictably, these are similarly homozygous and have the 

lowest coancestry values of the entire dataset.  
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Figure 14: Isolation by distance observed across hybrid zone  

   Each point represents a pair of ADM accessions (118 unique accessions). Among the 

discrete clusters on the X axis, the cluster closest to zero represents all intrapopulation 

comparisons, and subsequent clusters represent interpopulation comparisons between 

increasingly more geographically separated populations. Overall, coancestry decreases 

as geographic separation increases (Correlation Coefficient = -.314, P<0.0001), consistent 

with isolation by distance. Pairs with high difference in delta nor proportion tend to 

have consistently low coancestry regardless of geographic separation (red dots are 

mostly found at coancestry ~0.82, in all clusters in which they are found) and thus the 

IBD pattern is obscured among such pairs due to the confounding effect of hybrid index. 

The pattern of IBD is clearest when considering pairs with similar NOR ancestry 

proportion (blue dots), as the center and upper limit of their coancestry distribution 

decrease with increasing geographic separation. 
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Figure 15: Length of tract types suggests presence of advanced generation sexuals, 

apomicts or early generation sexuals, and introgression from NOR to WES. 

Ternary plot of genomic composition according to HAPMIX analysis of 118 admixed 

accessions. Axes are summed length in cM for a given tract type, divided by the total 

summed linkage length of NN, NW and WW tracts to give proportional contribution of 

a given tract type to an accession’s called genome. Color depicts mean length in cM 

across all tract types, including uncalled tracts (see Methods). The brown circle shows 
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putative apomicts or early generation sexuals; they consist of high proportions of 

heterozygous tracts and have relatively high mean tract lengths. The green circle shows 

genotypes that are highly admixed and yet have very low heterozygous tract 

contribution, and low mean tract lengths; these accessions may have inbred for multiple 

generations after hybridization. Finally, the purple circle shows accessions that consist 

mostly of long WW tracts, with low heterozygosity, and a small proportion of 

homozygous NOR tracts, consistent with introgression from NOR to WES but also 

consistent with Incomplete Lineage Sorting (ILS). 
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Figure 16: Distributions of Local Ancestry Tract Lengths for Putative Apomicts/Early 

Generation Sexuals 

The distributions of NN, NW and WW tracts for each accession with a high proportion 

of NW tracts and a long mean tract length chosen from Figure 15. In each case, NW 

tracts have peaks at longer NN or WW tracts, hence the longest tracts in these accessions 

are NW tracts. This is an additional piece of evidence that these accessions are likely to 

be apomicts or early generation sexuals. 
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Figure 17: Distributions of Local Ancestry Tract Lengths for Putative 

Advanced Generation Sexuals 

The distributions of NN, NW and WW tracts for each accession with short mean tract 

length and high NN and WW tract proportions (Fig. 15). In all but one case (NH073), 

both NN and WW have peaks at longer tract lengths than NW tracts, hence the longest 

tracts in these accessions are homozygous for both parents.  This supports that these 

accessions have undergone inbreeding after hybridization. 
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Figure 18: HAPMIX Plots For Putative Apomicts/Early Sexuals 

Plots of the probability of a given SNP being homozygous WES (vertical axis), obtained 

from local ancestry analysis (HAPMIX), for all putative apomicts/early sexuals from Fig. 

15. Horizontal axis depicts physical distance along the chromosome. Blue bars represent 

chromosome boundaries. Near-identical accession sets are marked with stars of the 

same color. The presence of three such sets, two of which have several accessions, 

suggests clonal reproduction and therefore apomixis rather than sexual reproduction. 
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Figure 19: HAPMIX Plots For Putative Advanced Generation Sexuals 

Plots of the probability of a given SNP being homozygous WES (vertical axis), obtained 

from local ancestry analysis (HAPMIX), for all putative apomicts/early sexuals from Fig. 

15. Horizontal axis depicts physical distance along the chromosome. Blue bars represent 

chromosome boundaries. There are roughly equal amounts of NOR and WES ancestry, 

but preponderance of NN and WW tracts (rather than NW) suggests multiple 

generations of selfing after NOR-WES hybridization.  All accessions show very different 

genomic positions of NN and WW tracts, despite seven being from the same population. 

This suggests sexual reproduction and segregation, rather than clonal reproduction.  
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Figure 20: Local Ancestry Tracts Suggest Advanced Generation Hybrid Sexuals, 

Apomixis/Early Generation Sexual Hybrids, and WES Introgression to NOR  

 Blowfly recapitulates genomic variation seen across the hybrid zone. Tract length 

information from HAPMIX is used to triangulate accessions by composition in terms of 

type (relative proportions of NN, NW and WW tracts). The mean length across all tract 

types (NN, NW, WW and UNK) is represented by color. Accessions composed chiefly of 

NW tracts, with long mean tract lengths, are putative hybrid apomicts, or early-

generation hybrid sexuals (brown circle). Accessions composed chiefly of NN tracts, 

with long mean tract lengths and a small amount of WW but no heterozygosity (purple 

circle) likely represent WES introgression into NOR, or incomplete lineage sorting. 

Accessions composed chiefly of NN and WW tracts with short mean tract length (green 

circle) possibly represent advanced generation hybrid sexuals. 
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Figure 21: The distribution of parentals, hybrid sexuals, and hybrid apomicts in 

Blowfly 

Accessions are classified as sexual or apomict based on heterozygosity cutoff (Fig. 3). (A) 

Distribution across Blowfly, showing a continuous scatter of NOR and WES but 

clustering of most hybrids into two geographically distinct subpopulations. (B) 

Distribution across the subpopulation BF1, showing many apomicts but few sexuals. (C) 

Distribution across the subpopulation BF2, showing abundant apomicts and sexuals. 
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Figure 22: The distribution of parentals, hybrid sexuals, and hybrid apomicts 

in Jordan 

Accessions are classified as sexual or apomict based on heterozygosity (Fig. 3). Jordan 

displays a continuous distribution of NOR, WES, apomict, and sexual accessions. 
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Figure 23: Heterozygosity of Segregation Test Accessions 

Vertical axis shows PHET calculated over across-hybrid-zone SNPs, and horizontal 

axis shows Proportion NOR Ancestry. Segregation-test-confirmed apomicts (brown 

points) all fall within the high heterozygosity, high hybrid index cluster bounded by the 

yellow circle. The single segregation-test-confirmed sexual is depicted by the green point 

and has low heterozygosity. 
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Figure 24: HAPMIX Plots For Segregation-Tested Accessions 

Plots of the probability of a given SNP being homozygous WES (vertical axis), obtained 

from local ancestry analysis (HAPMIX), for all putative apomicts/early sexuals from Fig. 

15. Horizontal axis depicts physical distance along the chromosome. Blue bars represent 

chromosome boundaries. The seven accessions who showed segregation test results 

consistent with clonal reproduction are composed mostly of long heterozygous tracts, 

while the one accession that showed signs of segregation has short heterozygous tracts. 

This supports the presence of inbred sexuals, and supports the link between 

heterozygosity and apomixis, especially since the seven apomicts are from different 

populations, indicating that heterozygous apomicts are not an isolated phenomenon. 
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Figure 25: Co-occurrence patterns of apomicts, sexuals, WES and NOR across 

the hybrid zone 

27 admixed sexuals and 18 admixed apomicts with NOR ancestry proportion 

~0.4-0.6 are represented. The minimum distance (SEPMIN) to the closest NOR, WES, 

sexual or apomict neighbor is depicted on the vertical axis across the four side-by-side 

panels, for either apomict or sexual genotypes. Breeding system categories are depicted 

along the horizontal axis in each panel, and genetic group of the neighbor is on the top 

axis. Boxes show interquartile range, horizontal line in boxes show median. 
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Figure 26: Fine-scale co-occurrence patterns of apomicts, sexuals, WES and 

NOR 

27 admixed sexuals and 18 admixed apomicts with NOR ancestry proportion 

~0.4-0.6 are represented. The minimum distance (SEPMIN) to the closest NOR, WES, 

sexual or apomict neighbor is depicted on the vertical axis across the four side-by-side 

panels, for either apomict or sexual genotypes. SEPMIN values > 1 km are excluded. 

Breeding system categories are depicted along the horizontal axis in each panel, and 

genetic group of the neighbor is on the top axis. Boxes show interquartile range, 

horizontal line in boxes show median. 
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Figure 27: Isolation by distance observed across hybrid zone among apomicts, 

among sexuals, and among apomict-sexual comparisons  

 Each point represents a pair of ADM accessions (118 unique accessions). The 

relationship between geography and coancestry is considered separately for sexual-

sexual, apomict-apomict and apomict-sexual pairs. All comparison types show 

significantly (P<0.0001) decreasing coancestry with geography. The fact that apomict-

sexual pairs show decreasing genetic similarity with increasing distance suggests that 

apomicts are more closely related to nearby sexuals than distant sexuals, and that 

apomicts and sexuals are therefore probably originating from the same local hybrid 

lineages. The largest negative correlation of coancestry with geography is among 

apomicts – this pattern is likely due to the fact that apomicts are similar in hybrid index. 

Sexuals display the smallest negative correlation between geography and coancestry, 

possibly because the hybrid index variation in sexuals obscures the signal of distance. 
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Figure 28: Distribution of FST between NOR and WES across the genome 

(A)Distribution of Weir’s weighted FST between all NOR (171) and WES (82) accessions 

from the pruned hybrid zone collection, using 14,161 SNPs remaining after standard 

filtering. As expected, FST varies across loci. (B) PCA on pruned hybrid zone collection 

using only SNPs with FST >0.95 (822). Colors represent groups assigned by PCA on 

standard filtered hybrid zone dataset; concordance between colors and clustering 

indicating that the small subset of highly diverged SNPs is sufficient to recapitulate 

genetic groups. (C) Distribution of SNP counts in fixed 100kb windows that were 

retained after discarding windows with >50 or <5 SNPs. (D) Distribution of FST across the 

fixed 100kb windows from (C). 
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Figure 29: Distributions of Local Ancestry Tract Lengths for highly NOR 

accessions with Putative WES Introgression 

The distributions of NN, NW and WW tracts for each accession with long mean tract 

length and high WW tract proportion (Fig. 15). In each case, the NN tracts have peaks at 

longer tract lengths than W or NW tracts, hence the longest tracts in these accessions are 

NN tracts. This supports that these accessions are mainly NOR, with some degree of 

WES introgression, or shared genomic tracts due to ILS. 
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Figure 30: HAPMIX Plots For Accessions Showing Patterns Consistent with 

Introgression 

Plots of the probability of a given SNP being homozygous WES (vertical axis), obtained 

from local ancestry analysis (HAPMIX), for all putative apomicts/early sexuals from Fig. 

15. Horizontal axis depicts physical distance along the chromosome. Blue bars represent 

chromosome boundaries. All three accessions from the Blowfly population share WW 

tracts at the same locations on chromosomes 1 and 2. The Williams accession partially 

shares these tracts, but the “Loner” accession shows a very different pattern. These 

observations can be explained by ILS or introgression. 
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Table 1: Analyses for Each Aim 

Aim Question Analysis

What proportion of sampled accessions are 

admixed? Population Structure Analyses 

How geographically widespread are hybrids? Assigning accessions to geographic populations

Co-occurrence of hybrids with parental taxa

Isolation by distance analyses 

Population Structure Analyses 

Segregation Test

Heterozygosity Analyses

Local ancestry assignment using HAPMIX

Segregation Test

Heterozygosity Analyses

Local ancestry assignment using HAPMIX

Segregation Test

Local ancestry assignment using HAPMIX

Inference of reproductive mode via genome-wide 

heterozygosity

Comparative co-occurrence of inferred, highly 

admixed sexuals and inferred, highly admixed 

apomicts with parental taxa

Do apomict patterns of isolation by distance 

suggest repeatedly arising apomixis? Isolation by distance analyses 

Population Structure Analyses 

Fst

Assigning accessions to geographic populations

Are there signs of introgression? Local ancestry assignment using HAPMIX

4)  Are there signs of 

introgression, fusion or 

swamping between NOR and 

WES?  

Are there signs of fusion or swamping? 

1) How frequent is hybridization 

between B.stricta subspecies? 
Are hybrids found in different places due to 

dispersal, or due to independent origin? 

2) To what extent are hybrids 

sexual versus asexual? Persistent 

versus ephemeral? 

Does reproductive mode vary among hybrids, and 

if sexuals are present, are any of them advanced 

generation sexuals? 

How long do hybrids stay sexual before transition 

to apomixis?

 3) How frequently does 

apomixis arise among hybrids?

Is there evidence of repeatedly arising apomixis 

among segregation-test-supported apomicts?

Do co-occurrence patterns suggest repeatedly 

arising apomixis? 
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Table 2: Filtering Methods 

  

Filtering 

Type 

Minimum 

proportion of 

genotyped 

accessions to retain 

a biallelic SNP 

Conditions for retaining 

a locus in an accession 

Minimum 

proportion of 

genotyped biallelic 

SNPs to retain an 

accession 

Standard 0.5 
No minimum read count 

Maximum read count 20 
0.5 

Semi-

Stringent 
0.4 

Minimum read count 4 

Maximum read count 20 
 

If heterozygous, must be 

present in at least 2 reads 

0.4 

Stringent 0.5 

Minimum read count 5 

Maximum read count 20 
 

If heterozygous, must be 

present in at least 2 read 

0.5 
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Table 3: SNP and Accession Datasets 

 

Dataset Accessions SNPS Use 

Pruned_WES_Strigent 51 6,101 
Heterozygosity by genotype 

calling  (PHET) 

Pruned_ADM_Stringent 87 21,022 
Heterozygosity by genotype 

calling  (PHET) 

Pruned_NOR_Stringent 106 10,154 
Heterozygosity by genotype 

calling  (PHET) 

Mapped SNPs from 

Pruned_Hybrid_Zone_Standard 
118 63,042 

Heterozygosity by genotype 

calling (PHET) 

Pruned_Hybrid_Zone_Standard 371 67,901 fastSTRUCTURE, PCA 

Mapped SNPs from 

Pruned_Hybrid_Zone_Standard 
118 63,042 

HAPMIX (Parental 

reference populations were 

171 NOR, 80 WES) 

Hybrid_Zone_Standard 70,479 451 
fastSTRUCTURE, PCA, 

Allele Frequency Spectra 
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Table 4 Geographic Populations and their Genetic Composition 
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Table 5: Mantel Test Correlations of Geography with Coancestry Among Sexuals, Apomicts, and All Accessions 
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Table 6: Segregation Test Results 

Accession Cut/Cut Uncut/Cut Uncut/Uncut 
Conclusion 

Drawn 
Population 

NH042 0 5 0 Apomict Blowfly 

NH087 0 5 0 Apomict Blowfly 

NH273 0 5 0 Apomict Jordan 

NH280 0 1 4 Apomict Jordan 

NH281 0 5 0 Apomict Jordan 

NH306 0 5 0 Apomict Jordan 

NH365 3 1 1 Sexual SleepingDeer 

NH395 0 5 0 Apomict Williams 
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Table 7: Correlation of geography with coancestry among sexual-apomict pairs 

Population Correlation P Value Comparisons

Hybrid Zone -0.326 <.0001 2700

Jordan -0.041 0.632 138

Blowfly -0.268 <.0001 896

BF1 0.0421 0.328 140

Sexual-Apomict Pairs 
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Appendix A: Descriptions of Scripts 

Topic Script name 

Comparisons of distance matrices for 

coancestry analysis 
F_matrix.R 

Sample filtering script for VCFtools. This was 

altered to fit varying requirements. 
filterforG8V13.sh 

Custom filtering script set_mis_to_dep_filter_nsp180611.py 

Thinning script for inbreeding coefficient random_sel_SNP.py 

Segregation test - finding cut sites step 1 get_het_loci_V13.py 

Segregation test - finding cut sites step 2 get_genotype.py 

Segregation test - finding cut sites step 3 get_flanking_seq.py 

Assigning SNP ancestry and calculating tract 

length and summary stats from HAPMIX 

output 

tractlength11_18_18.R 

fastSTRUCTURE fastStructure.pyx 

fastSTRUCTURE structure.py 

VCF filtering set_mis_to_dep_filter_nsp_181107.py 

VCF filtering NP_demistringent.py 

HAPMIX prep generate_rate_file.py 

HAPMIX prep check_cm.py 

HAPMIX prep map_SNP_to_linkage_0916.py 

Submission to HAPMIX vcf2hapmix.py 

HAPMIX  prep reset_genetic_pos.py 

Distance matrix manipulation reshape_gendist_matrix.R 

Bins for FST make_bins.py 

FST per site calculate_per_site_FST.py 

FST per window calculate_per_window_FST.0821.py 

Counting triallelic loci to find triploids count_allele_number_per_ind.py 

Obtaining matrix of coancestry Coancestry371.R 

Comparisons of distance matrices for 

coancestry analysis 
geo_matrix.R 
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Appendix B: PCA on Full Range collection 

 

 

Figure 31: B. stricta genetic groups in full sampling range 

741 B.stricta accessions from across the sampling range were assigned genetic groups 

(ADM, NOR, COL, UTA or WES) based on their position on PCA, and concordance with 

accessions of known genetic group from previous population genetics work involving 

resequence data (not shown). 
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Appendix C: Scripts 

 
#!/usr/bin/python 

import sys 

 

#Hudson's FST 

def Hudson_FST(pop1_ref, pop1_alt, pop2_ref, pop2_alt): 

    n1 = (pop1_ref + pop1_alt) * 1.0 

    n2 = (pop2_ref + pop2_alt) * 1.0 

    p1 = pop1_ref/n1 

    p2 = pop2_ref/n2 

    Hw = ((p1-p2)*(p1-p2)) - (p1*(1-p1)/(n1-1)) - p2*(1-p2)/(n2-

1) 

    Hb = p1*(1-p2) + p2*(1-p1) 

    FST = Hw/Hb 

    return "%f\t%f\t%f" %(Hw, Hb,FST) 

 

 

#Weir and Cockerham's FST 

def Weir_FST(pop1_ref, pop1_alt, pop2_ref, pop2_alt): 

    n1 = (pop1_ref + pop1_alt) * 1.0 

    n2 = (pop2_ref + pop2_alt) * 1.0 

    p1 = pop1_ref/n1 

    p2 = pop2_ref/n2 

    x = (n1*n2*(p1-p2)*(p1-p2)/(n1+n2))+((2*n1*n2/(n1+n2)-

1)*(1/(n1+n2-2))*(n1*p1*(1-p1)+n2*p2*(1-p2))) 

    y = (2*n1*n2/(n1+n2))*(1/(n1+n2-2))*(n1*p1*(1-p1)+n2*p2*(1-

p2)) 

    Hw = x-y 

    Hb = x 

    FST = Hw/Hb 

    return "%f\t%f\t%f" %(Hw, Hb,FST) 

 

 

 

vcf_file = sys.argv[1] 

pop1_file = sys.argv[2] 

pop2_file = sys.argv[3] 

FST_file = sys.argv[4]     

 

### load pop files 

infile = open(pop1_file, "r") 

pop1_list = [line.strip("\n\r") for line in infile] 

infile.close() 
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infile = open(pop2_file, "r") 

pop2_list = [line.strip("\n\r") for line in infile] 

infile.close() 

 

 

### open outfile  

outfile = open(FST_file, "w") 

outfile.write("Sca\tPos\tRef1\tAlt1\tMaf1\tRef2\tAlt2\tMaf2\tHud_

Hw\tHud_Hb\tHud_FST\tWeir_Hw\tWeir_Hb\tWeir_FST") 

 

 

### load vcf file, calculate FST 

infile = open(vcf_file, "r") 

pop1_pos = [] 

pop2_pos = [] 

num = 0 

for line in infile: 

    line = line.strip("\n\r") 

    ele = line.split("\t") 

    if line[:6] == "#CHROM":## get position of samples for each 

population 

        for i in range(len(ele)): 

            if ele[i] in pop1_list: 

                pop1_pos.append(i) 

            if ele[i] in pop2_list: 

                pop2_pos.append(i) 

    if line[0] != "#": 

        temp1 = [ele[i][0] for i in pop1_pos] + [ele[i][2] for i 

in pop1_pos]### genotype list of pop1 

        temp2 = [ele[i][0] for i in pop2_pos] + [ele[i][2] for i 

in pop2_pos]### genotype list of pop2 

        pop1_geno = [j for j in temp1 if j != "."] 

        pop2_geno = [j for j in temp2 if j != "."] 

        

        pop1_ref = pop1_geno.count("0") 

        pop1_alt = pop1_geno.count("1") 

        pop1_n = len(temp1) 

        pop2_ref = pop2_geno.count("0") 

        pop2_alt = pop2_geno.count("1") 

        pop2_n = len(temp2) 

         

        Mis1 = 1- ((pop1_ref + pop1_alt)*1.0/pop1_n) 

        Mis2 = 1- ((pop2_ref + pop2_alt)*1.0/pop2_n) 

         

        if Mis1 <= 0.5 and Mis2 <= 0.5:##exclude loci with 

missing > 0.5 

            if pop1_ref + pop2_ref != 0 and pop1_alt + pop2_alt 

!= 0:### exclude mornomorphic loci 

                p1 = pop1_ref * 1.0 / (pop1_ref + pop1_alt) 

                p2 = pop2_ref * 1.0 / (pop2_ref + pop2_alt) 
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                pop1_maf = min(p1, 1-p1) 

                pop2_maf = min(p2, 1-p2) 

                 

                FST1 = Hudson_FST(pop1_ref, pop1_alt, pop2_ref, 

pop2_alt) 

                FST2 = Weir_FST(pop1_ref, pop1_alt, pop2_ref, 

pop2_alt) 

                temp = "%s\t%s\t%d\t%d\t%f\t%d\t%d\t%f\t%s\t%s" % 

(ele[0], ele[1], pop1_ref, \ 

                pop1_alt, pop1_maf, pop2_ref, pop2_alt, pop2_maf, 

FST1, FST2) 

                outfile.write("\n" + temp) 

    num +=1 

    if num % 1000000 == 0: 

        print num 

infile.close() 

outfile.close() 

 

 

 

#!/usr/bin/python 

 

__author__ = "bw142" 

import sys 

 

## this script will calculate per-window FST (both mean and 

weighted mean), by using a per-site FST file and a windows list 

file 

## it works same as the one for dxy, da and pi, but only use 

varied loci for FST 

## modified on 2017-08-21 

 

#import os 

#os.chdir("/Users/baosheng/Boechera/Inversion/GBS_data/VCF/divers

ity/FST") 

#bin_file = "INV119_bins_sca.pos.chr"##window list file 

#div_file = "IN34_ST83.weir.FST"###per-site diversity file 

 

bin_file = sys.argv[1] 

div_file = sys.argv[2] 

FST_bin_file = sys.argv[3]###output file 

 

#headline = 

"Chr\tSt\tEd\tSca\tst\ted\tCOL\tNOR\tUTA\tWES\tSite\tHud_FSTM\tHud

_FSTW\tWeir_FSTM\tWeir_FSTW"##please change spp name in the 

headline  

 

### load bin file 

infile = open(bin_file, "r")## read in window list file 

num = 0 
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bin_dict = {} 

for line in infile: 

    line = line.strip("\n\r") 

    ele = line.split("\t") 

    if num == 0: 

        head = "\t".join(ele[:3]) + 

"\tSite\tHud_FSTM\tHud_FSTW\tWeir_FSTM\tWeir_FSTW" 

        #name = div_file.split(".")[0] 

        #pos = ele.index(name) 

    if num >0:##skip haed line 

        sca = ele[0] 

    STart = min(int(ele[1]), int(ele[2]))## start position of a 

window on scaffold 

        end = max(int(ele[1]), int(ele[2]))### end posotion of a 

window on scaffold 

        if sca not in bin_dict: 

            bin_dict[sca] = [[start, end, "\t".join(ele[:3]), 0, 

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]]## reserved position for number of varied site 

and FST 

        else: 

            bin_dict[sca].append([start, end, "\t".join(ele[:3]), 

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]) 

    num +=1 

infile.close() 

 

 

## load per site FST file 

infile = open(div_file, "r") 

num = 0 

for line in infile: 

    if num > 0:#skip head line 

        line = line.strip("\n\r") 

        ele = line.split("\t") 

        if ele[0] in bin_dict: 

            for rec in bin_dict[ele[0]]: 

                if int(ele[1]) >= rec[0] and int(ele[1]) <= 

rec[1]: 

                    if float(ele[10]) < 0:##set negative FST value 

to 0 

                        ele[10] = 0 

                    if float(ele[13]) < 0:##set negative FST value 

to 0 

                        ele[13] = 0 

                    rec[3] += 1## count the number of varied site 

in each window 

                    rec[4] += float(ele[8])## Hu_Hw 

                    rec[5] += float(ele[9])## Hu_Hb 

                    rec[6] += float(ele[10])## Hu_FST 

                    rec[7] += float(ele[11])## Weir_Hw 

                    rec[8] += float(ele[12])## Weir_Hb 
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                    rec[9] += float(ele[13])## Weir_FST 

    num +=1 

    if num % 1000000 == 0: 

        print num 

infile.close() 

 

### all information are keep in bin_dict now, below we will 

calculate mean and weight mean FST within each window 

### we will only output ranges of each window on chromosome and 

scaffold, number of site in each window, and mean values of FST.  

outlist = [] 

for key in bin_dict: 

    for rec in  bin_dict[key]: 

        if rec[3] != 0:## window with variable loci 

            Hu_mean = rec[6]/rec[3]## weighted mean Hudson FST 

            Hu_meanW = rec[4]/rec[5]## mean Hudson FST 

            Weir_mean = rec[9]/rec[3]## mean Weir FST 

            Weir_meanW = rec[7]/rec[8]## weighted mean Weir FST 

            temp = "%s\t%d\t%.6f\t%.6f\t%.6f\t%.6f" % (rec[2], 

rec[3], Hu_mean, Hu_meanW, Weir_mean, Weir_meanW) 

        else: 

            temp = "%s\t%d\t%.6f\t%.6f\t%.6f\t%.6f" % (rec[2], 

rec[3], 0, 0, 0, 0) 

        outlist.append(temp) 

 

outlist.sort(key=lambda x: (x.split("\t")[0], 

int(x.split("\t")[1])))##sort windows by scaffold number and 

start position 

outfile = open(FST_bin_file, "w") 

outfile.write(head + "\n") 

outfile.write("\n".join(outlist)) 

outfile.close() 

#!/usr/bin/python 

 

### generate rate file for each chromosome from a snp file 

 

import sys 

 

snp_file = sys.argv[1] 

 

rate_dict = {} 

infile = open(snp_file, "r") 

for line in infile: 

    line = line.strip("\n\r") 

    ele = line.split("\t") 

    if ele[1] not in rate_dict: 

        rate_dict[ele[1]] = [[ele[3]],[ele[2]]] 

    else: 

        if rate_dict[ele[1]][0][-1] != ele[3] and 

rate_dict[ele[1]][1][-1] != ele[2]: 
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            rate_dict[ele[1]][0].append(ele[3]) 

            rate_dict[ele[1]][1].append(ele[2]) 

        else: 

            print "two loci have same genetic position" 

            print rate_dict[ele[1]][0][-1] 

            print rate_dict[ele[1]][1][-1] 

            print ele[3] 

            print ele[2] 

            break 

infile.close() 

 

for key in rate_dict: 

    CM = rate_dict[key][1] 

    for i in range(len(CM)): 

        if i > 0: 

            if float(CM[i]) <= float(CM[i-1]): 

                print i 

                print CM[i] 

                print CM[i-1] 

                break 

    print "original order has been checked" 

    CM.sort(key = lambda x: float(x)) 

    for i in range(len(CM)): 

        if i > 0: 

            if float(CM[i]) <= float(CM[i-1]): 

         print CM[i] 

                print CM[i-1] 

                break 

    print "sorted order has been checked"         

#    rate_file = "rates.%s" % key 

#    outfile = open(rate_file, "w") 

#    outfile.write(":sites:%d" % len(rate_dict[key][0])) 

#    outfile.write("\n" + " ".join(rate_dict[key][0])) 

#    outfile.write("\n" + " ".join(rate_dict[key][1])) 

#    outfile.close() 

#!/usr/bin/python 

 

 

#For each accession 

#1, how many loci are genotyped?  

#2, how mamy are triallelic 

#3, how many are biallelic (homo + het) 

 

import sys 

 

vcf_file = sys.argv[1] 

ind_file = sys.argv[2] 

 

 

infile = open(vcf_file, "r") 
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ind_dict = {} 

num = 0 

for line in infile: 

    line = line.strip("\n\r") 

    ele = line.split("\t") 

    if line[:6] == "#CHROM": 

        ind_list = ele[9:] 

        for ind in ind_list: 

            if ind not in ind_dict: 

                ind_dict[ind] = [0,0,0]##biallelic-homo, 

biallelic-het,triallelic 

    if line[0] != "#": 

        num +=1 

        geno_list = ele[9:] 

        if len(geno_list) != len(ind_list): 

            print "different number of ind and genotype" 

            break 

        else: 

            Homo = 0 

            Het = 0 

            Tri = 0 

            for i in range(len(ind_list)): 

                IND = ind_list[i] 

                GENO = geno_list[i] 

                if GENO[0] != ".":##non-missing genotype 

                    code_list = GENO.split(":")[0].split("/") 

                    N_allele = len(set(code_list)) 

                    if N_allele == 1:##homologous 

                        ind_dict[IND][0] +=1 

                    if N_allele == 2:##Bi-heterozygous 

                        ind_dict[IND][1] +=1 

                    if N_allele == 3:##triallelic 

                        ind_dict[IND][2] +=1 

infile.close() 

 

## output summary per ind 

outfile = open(ind_file, "w") 

outfile.write("IND\tLoci\tGeno\tBiHomo\tBiHet\tTri\n") 

for ind in ind_list: 

    geno = sum(ind_dict[ind]) 

    homo = ind_dict[ind][0] 

    het = ind_dict[ind][1] 

    tri = ind_dict[ind][2] 

    outstring = "%s\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\n" % (ind, num, geno, 

homo, het, tri) 

    outfile.write(outstring) 

outfile.close() 

import numpy as np 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plot 
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import colorsys 

import getopt 

import sys, pdb 

 

def plot_admixture(admixture, population_indices, 

population_labels, title): 

 

    N,K = admixture.shape 

    colors = [colorsys.hsv_to_rgb(h,0.9,0.7) for h in 

np.linspace(0,1,K+1)[:-1]] 

    text_color = 'k' 

    bg_color = 'w' 

    fontsize = 12 

 

    figure = plot.figure(figsize=(5,3)) 

 

    xmin = 0.13 

    ymin = 0.2 

    height = 0.6 

    width = 0.74 

    indiv_width = width/N 

    subplot = figure.add_axes([xmin,ymin,width,height]) 

    [spine.set_linewidth(0.001) for spine in 

subplot.spines.values()] 

 

    for k in xrange(K): 

        if k: 

            bottoms = admixture[:,:k].sum(1) 

        else: 

            bottoms = np.zeros((N,),dtype=float) 

 

        lefts = np.arange(N)*indiv_width 

        subplot.bar(lefts, admixture[:,k], width=indiv_width, 

bottom=bottoms, facecolor=colors[k], edgecolor=colors[k], 

linewidth=0.4) 

 

        subplot.axis([0, N*indiv_width, 0, 1]) 

        subplot.tick_params(axis='both', top=False, right=False, 

left=False, bottom=False) 

        xtick_labels = tuple(map(str,['']*N)) 

        subplot.set_xticklabels(xtick_labels) 

        ytick_labels = tuple(map(str,['']*K)) 

        subplot.set_yticklabels(ytick_labels) 

 

    position = subplot.get_position() 

    title_position = (0.5, 0.9) 

    figure.text(title_position[0], title_position[1], title, 

fontsize=fontsize, \ 

        color='k', horizontalalignment='center', 

verticalalignment='center') 
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    for p,popname in enumerate(population_labels): 

        indices = np.where(population_indices==p)[0] 

        if indices.size>0: 

            vline_pos = (indices.max()+1)*indiv_width  

            subplot.axvline(vline_pos, linestyle='-', 

linewidth=0.2, c='#888888') 

            label_position = 

(xmin+(2*indices.min()+indices.size)*0.5*indiv_width, ymin-0.01) 

            figure.text(label_position[0], label_position[1], 

popname, fontsize=6, color='k', \ 

                horizontalalignment='right', 

verticalalignment='top', rotation=70) 

 

    return figure 

 

def get_admixture_proportions(params): 

 

    # load admixture proportions 

    handle = 

open('%s.%d.meanQ'%(params['inputfile'],params['K']),'r') 

    admixture = np.array([line.strip().split() for line in 

handle]).astype('float') 

    handle.close() 

    N,K = admixture.shape 

    admixture = admixture/admixture.sum(1).reshape(N,1) 

 

    # get population labels 

    if params.has_key('popfile'): 

        handle = open(params['popfile'],'r') 

        populations = [line.strip() for line in handle] 

        handle.close() 

        population_labels = list(set(populations)) 

 

        # group populations by cluster similarity 

        population_cluster = [np.mean(admixture[[i for i,p in 

enumerate(populations) if p==label],:],0).argmax() \ 

            for label in population_labels] 

        population_labels = [population_labels[j] for j in 

np.argsort(population_cluster)] 

        population_indices = 

np.array([population_labels.index(pop) for pop in populations]) 

 

        # re-order samples in admixture matrix 

        order = np.argsort(population_indices) 

        population_indices = population_indices[order] 

        admixture = admixture[order,:] 

 

    else: 
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        print "file with population labels is not provided or 

does not exist .... \ncreating population labels based on 

inferred admixture proportions" 

        population_labels = ['population %d'%i for i in 

xrange(1,K+1)] 

        population_indices = np.argmax(admixture,1) 

 

        # re-order samples in admixture matrix 

        order = np.argsort(population_indices) 

        population_indices = population_indices[order] 

        admixture = admixture[order,:] 

        order = np.arange(N) 

        for k in xrange(K): 

            order[population_indices==k] = 

order[population_indices==k][np.argsort(admixture[population_indi

ces==k,:][:,k])[::-1]] 

        admixture = admixture[order,:] 

 

    return admixture, population_indices, population_labels 

 

def parseopts(opts): 

 

    """ 

    parses the command-line flags and options passed to the 

script 

    """ 

 

    params = {} 

 

    for opt, arg in opts: 

 

        if opt in ["-K"]: 

            params['K'] = int(arg) 

 

        elif opt in ["--input"]: 

            params['inputfile'] = arg 

 

        elif opt in ["--output"]: 

            params['outputfile'] = arg 

 

        elif opt in ["--popfile"]: 

            params['popfile'] = arg 

 

        elif opt in ["--title"]: 

            params['title'] = arg 

 

    return params 

 

def usage(): 
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    """ 

    brief description of various flags and options for this 

script 

    """ 

 

    print "\nHere is how you can use this script\n" 

    print "Usage: python %s"%sys.argv[0] 

    print "\t -K <int>  (number of populations)" 

    print "\t --input=<file>  (/path/to/input/file; same as 

output flag passed to structure.py)" 

    print "\t --output=<file> (/path/to/output/file)" 

    print "\t --popfile=<file> (file with known categorical 

labels; optional)" 

    print "\t --title=<figure title> (a title for the figure; 

optional)" 

 

 

if __name__=="__main__": 

 

    # parse command-line options 

    argv = sys.argv[1:] 

    smallflags = "K:" 

    bigflags = ["input=", "output=", "popfile=", "title="] 

    try: 

        opts, args = getopt.getopt(argv, smallflags, bigflags) 

        if not opts: 

            usage() 

            sys.exit(2) 

    except getopt.GetoptError: 

        print "Incorrect options passed" 

        usage() 

        sys.exit(2) 

 

    params = parseopts(opts) 

     

    # get the data to be plotted 

    admixture, population_indices, population_labels = 

get_admixture_proportions(params) 

    if params.has_key('title'): 

        title = params['title'] 

    else: 

        title = params['inputfile'] 

 

    plot.switch_backend('agg') 

    # plot the data 

    figure = plot_admixture(admixture, population_indices, 

population_labels, title) 

    figure.savefig(params['outputfile'], dpi=300) 

#!/usr/bin/python 
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### generate rate file for each chromosome from a snp file 

 

import sys 

 

snp_file = sys.argv[1] 

 

rate_dict = {} 

infile = open(snp_file, "r") 

for line in infile: 

    line = line.strip("\n\r") 

    ele = line.split("\t") 

    if ele[1] not in rate_dict: 

        rate_dict[ele[1]] = [[ele[3]],[ele[2]]] 

    else: 

        if rate_dict[ele[1]][0][-1] != ele[3] and 

rate_dict[ele[1]][1][-1] != ele[2]: 

            rate_dict[ele[1]][0].append(ele[3]) 

            rate_dict[ele[1]][1].append(ele[2]) 

        else: 

            print "two loci have same genetic position" 

            print rate_dict[ele[1]][0][-1] 

            print rate_dict[ele[1]][1][-1] 

            print ele[3] 

            print ele[2] 

            break 

infile.close() 

 

for key in rate_dict: 

    rate_file = "rates.%s" % key 

    outfile = open(rate_file, "w") 

    outfile.write(":sites:%d" % len(rate_dict[key][0])) 

    outfile.write("\n" + " ".join(rate_dict[key][0])) 

    outfile.write("\n" + " ".join(rate_dict[key][1])) 

    outfile.close() 

#!/usr/bin/python 

 

import sys 

from Bio import SeqIO 

 

## export PATH=/opt/apps/rhe17/Python-2.7.11/bin:$PATH 

## python get_flanking_seq.py reseq.het HZ444 GAATTC 

/work/bw142/GATK/Bstricta_278_v1.hardmasked.fa HZ444.fa 

 

### get flanking sequence of het loci 

loci_file = sys.argv[1] 

ind = sys.argv[2] 

cutting = sys.argv[3] 

ref_file = sys.argv[4]### reference sequence 

fa_file = sys.argv[5] 
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### load het loci for a specific individual 

infile = open(loci_file, "r") 

num = 0 

loci_dict = {} 

for line in infile: 

    line = line.strip("\n\r") 

    ele = line.split("\t") 

    if num == 0: 

        pos = ele.index(ind) 

    else: 

        geno = ele[pos] 

        if geno != "N": 

            temp = ele[:4] 

            temp.append(geno) 

            info = "_".join(temp) 

            loci_dict["\t".join(ele[:2])] = info 

    num +=1 

infile.close() 

 

 

### load in reference genome 

seq_dict = {} 

for record in SeqIO.parse(ref_file, "fasta"): 

    seq_dict[record.id] = record.seq 

 

outfile = open(fa_file, "w") 

#### get flanking of het loci 

num = 0 

for loci in loci_dict: 

    sca = loci.split("\t")[0] 

    Pos = int(loci.split("\t")[1]) 

    cut1 = Pos - len(cutting) +1 

    cut2 = Pos + len(cutting) -1  

    reg1 = Pos - 1000 

    reg2 = Pos + 1000 

    if cut1 > 0 and cut2 < len(seq_dict[sca]): 

        identify = seq_dict[sca][(cut1-1):(cut2)] 

        if identify.count(cutting) > 0: 

            if reg1 < 1: 

                reg1 = 1 

            if reg2 > len(seq_dict[sca]): 

                reg2 = len(seq_dict[sca]) 

            flanking = seq_dict[sca][(reg1-1):(reg2-1)] 

            if flanking.count("N") < 1000:### no more than 50% 

missing sequence on reference 

                ID = loci_dict[loci] + ("_%s_%s" % (cutting, 

identify)) 

                outfile.write(">%s\n" % ID) 

                outfile.write("%s\n" % flanking) 

    num +=1 
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    if num % 1000 == 0: 

        print num 

outfile.close() 

             

 

 

         

#!/usr/bin/python 

 

import sys 

 

vcf_file = sys.argv[1] 

loci_file = sys.argv[2] 

geno_file = sys.argv[3] 

 

 

## load in loci file 

infile = open(loci_file, "r") 

loci_list = [loci.strip("\n\r") for loci in infile] 

infile.close() 

 

## load vcf file and output genotype file 

infile = open(vcf_file, "r") 

outfile = open(geno_file, "w") 

num = 0 

for line in infile: 

    line = line.strip("\n\r") 

    ele = line.split("\t") 

    if line[:6] == "#CHROM": 

        outfile.write("\t".join(ele[:2] + ele[3:5] + 

ele[9:]))###keep information of position, ref, alt allele, and 

sample's ID 

    if line[0] != "#": 

        SNP = "_".join(ele[:2]) 

        if SNP in loci_list: 

            snp = [ele[3], ele[4]] 

            geno = [] 

            for rec in ele[9:]: 

                geno1 = rec[0] 

                geno2 = rec[2] 

                if geno1 == ".": 

                    code = "N/N" 

                else: 

                    code = "%s/%s" % (snp[int(geno1)], 

snp[int(geno2)]) 

                geno.append(code) 

            outfile.write("\n" + "\t".join(ele[:2] + ele[3:5] + 

geno))  

    num +=1 

    if num %100000 == 0: 
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        print num/100000             

infile.close() 

outfile.close() 

print "Done!" 

#!/usr/bin/python 

 

import sys 

 

### get all heterizygous loci for each individuals 

### het loci only accept by: 

## depth >=10 

## depth of minor allele/ depth of major allele >=0.25 

 

#python get_het_loci.py GBs_sample.txt 

/datacommons/tmolab/backup_baosheng/GBS_5lanes.recode.vcf 

test.het 

#import pandas as pd 

 

print dir(pd) 

import numpy as np 

 

print dir(np) 

 

data = pd.read_csv('RPmicro2016.txt', delim_whitespace=True) 

df = pd.DataFrame(data) 

 

 

 

ind_file = sys.argv[1] 

vcf_file = sys.argv[2] 

out_file = sys.argv[3] 

 

infile = open(ind_file, "r") 

ind_list = [line.strip("\n\r") for line in infile] 

infile.close() 

 

 

outfile = open(out_file, "w") 

outfile.write("Sca\tPos\tRef\tAlt\t" + "\t".join(ind_list)) 

 

infile = open(vcf_file, "r") 

num = 0 

for line in infile: 

    line = line.strip("\n\r") 

    ele = line.split("\t") 

    if line[:6] == "#CHROM": 

        pos_list = [ele.index(ind) for ind in ind_list] 

    if line[0] != "#": 

        geno_list = [ele[pos] for pos in pos_list] 
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        snp = [i[0] for i in geno_list] + [i[2] for i in 

geno_list] 

        var = int(snp.count("0")) * int(snp.count("1")) 

        if len(ele[3]) == 1 and len(ele[4]) == 1 and var != 0: 

            het = 0 

            for geno in geno_list: 

                if geno[0] != geno[2]: 

                    het +=1 

                    break 

            if het > 0: 

                n = 0 

                info = ele[8].split(":") 

                dp_num = info.index("DP") 

                temp_list = [] 

                for geno in geno_list: 

                    if len(geno.split(":")) <= dp_num: 

                        dep = "." 

                    else: 

                        dep = geno.split(":")[dp_num] 

                    if dep == ".": 

                        temp_list.append("N") 

                    else: 

                        if int(dep) < 10 or geno[0] == geno[2]: 

                            temp_list.append("N") 

                        else: 

                            ref = 

int(geno.split(":")[1].split(",")[0]) 

                            alt = 

int(geno.split(":")[1].split(",")[1]) 

                            a1 = min([ref, alt]) 

                            a2 = max([ref, alt]) 

                            if a1 < 2 or a1*1.0/a2 <0.25:## one 

allele with dep < 2, or ratio < 0.25 

                                temp_list.append("N") 

                            else: 

                                temp_list.append(geno) 

                                n +=1 

                if n > 0: 

                    outfile.write("\n" + "\t".join(ele[:2] + 

ele[3:5] + temp_list)) 

    num +=1 

    if num % 100000 == 0: 

        print "%d" % num 

infile.close() 

outfile.close() 

#!/usr/bin/python 

 

import sys 

 

### get all heterizygous loci for each individuals 
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### het loci only accept by: 

## depth >=10 

## depth of minor allele/ depth of major allele >=0.25 

 

#python get_het_loci.py GBs_sample.txt 

/work/Nadeesha/VCF/G8V13.recode.vcf test.het 

 

import pandas as pd 

 

print dir(pd) 

import numpy as np 

 

print dir(np) 

 

 

ind_file = sys.argv[1] 

vcf_file = sys.argv[2] 

out_file = sys.argv[3] 

 

infile = open(ind_file, "r") 

ind_list = [line.strip("\n\r") for line in infile] 

infile.close() 

 

 

outfile = open(out_file, "w") 

outfile.write("Sca\tPos\tRef\tAlt\t" + "\t".join(ind_list)) 

 

infile = open(vcf_file, "r") 

num = 0 

for line in infile: 

    line = line.strip("\n\r") 

    ele = line.split("\t") 

    if line[:6] == "#CHROM": 

        pos_list = [ele.index(ind) for ind in ind_list] 

    if line[0] != "#": 

        geno_list = [ele[pos] for pos in pos_list] 

        snp = [i[0] for i in geno_list] + [i[2] for i in 

geno_list] 

        var = int(snp.count("0")) * int(snp.count("1")) 

        if len(ele[3]) == 1 and len(ele[4]) == 1 and var != 0: 

            het = 0 

            for geno in geno_list: 

                if geno[0] != geno[2]: 

                    het +=1 

                    break 

            if het > 0: 

                n = 0 

                info = ele[8].split(":") 

                dp_num = info.index("DP") 

                temp_list = [] 
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                for geno in geno_list: 

                    if len(geno.split(":")) <= dp_num: 

                        dep = "." 

                    else: 

                        dep = geno.split(":")[dp_num] 

                    if dep == ".": 

                        temp_list.append("N") 

                    else: 

                        if int(dep) < 10 or geno[0] == geno[2]: 

                            temp_list.append("N") 

                        else: 

                            ref = 

int(geno.split(":")[1].split(",")[0]) 

                            alt = 

int(geno.split(":")[1].split(",")[1]) 

                            a1 = min([ref, alt]) 

                            a2 = max([ref, alt]) 

                            if a1 < 2 or a1*1.0/a2 <0.25:## one 

allele with dep < 2, or ratio < 0.25 

                                temp_list.append("N") 

                            else: 

                                temp_list.append(geno) 

                                n +=1 

                if n > 0: 

                    outfile.write("\n" + "\t".join(ele[:2] + 

ele[3:5] + temp_list)) 

    num +=1 

    if num % 100000 == 0: 

        print "%d" % num 

infile.close() 

outfile.close() 

#!/usr/bin/python 

 

import sys 

 

### get all heterizygous loci for each individuals 

### het loci only accept by: 

## depth >=10 

## depth of minor allele/ depth of major allele >=0.25 

 

#python get_het_loci.py GBs_sample.txt 

/work/Nadeesha/VCF/G8V13.recode.vcf test.het 

#import pandas as pd 

 

print dir(pd) 

import numpy as np 

 

print dir(np) 

 

data = pd.read_csv('RPmicro2016.txt', delim_whitespace=True) 
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df = pd.DataFrame(data) 

 

 

 

ind_file = sys.argv[1] 

vcf_file = sys.argv[2] 

out_file = sys.argv[3] 

 

infile = open(ind_file, "r") 

ind_list = [line.strip("\n\r") for line in infile] 

infile.close() 

 

 

outfile = open(out_file, "w") 

outfile.write("Sca\tPos\tRef\tAlt\t" + "\t".join(ind_list)) 

 

infile = open(vcf_file, "r") 

num = 0 

for line in infile: 

    line = line.strip("\n\r") 

    ele = line.split("\t") 

    if line[:6] == "#CHROM": 

        pos_list = [ele.index(ind) for ind in ind_list] 

    if line[0] != "#": 

        geno_list = [ele[pos] for pos in pos_list] 

        snp = [i[0] for i in geno_list] + [i[2] for i in 

geno_list] 

        var = int(snp.count("0")) * int(snp.count("1")) 

        if len(ele[3]) == 1 and len(ele[4]) == 1 and var != 0: 

            het = 0 

            for geno in geno_list: 

                if geno[0] != geno[2]: 

                    het +=1 

                    break 

            if het > 0: 

                n = 0 

                info = ele[8].split(":") 

                dp_num = info.index("DP") 

                temp_list = [] 

                for geno in geno_list: 

                    if len(geno.split(":")) <= dp_num: 

                        dep = "." 

                    else: 

                        dep = geno.split(":")[dp_num] 

                    if dep == ".": 

                        temp_list.append("N") 

                    else: 

                        if int(dep) < 10 or geno[0] == geno[2]: 

                            temp_list.append("N") 

                        else: 
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                            ref = 

int(geno.split(":")[1].split(",")[0]) 

                            alt = 

int(geno.split(":")[1].split(",")[1]) 

                            a1 = min([ref, alt]) 

                            a2 = max([ref, alt]) 

                            if a1 < 2 or a1*1.0/a2 <0.25:## one 

allele with dep < 2, or ratio < 0.25 

                                temp_list.append("N") 

                            else: 

                                temp_list.append(geno) 

                                n +=1 

                if n > 0: 

                    outfile.write("\n" + "\t".join(ele[:2] + 

ele[3:5] + temp_list)) 

    num +=1 

    if num % 100000 == 0: 

        print "%d" % num 

infile.close() 

outfile.close() 

#!/usr/bin/python 

 

import os 

import sys 

 

 

### do not do the filtering step 

print "Two argvments required, 1, list of scaffolds with length; 

2, output bin file; \ 

3, window size in unit of kb; step size in unit of kb." 

 

#os.chdir("/Users/baosheng/Boechera/Inversion/GBS_data/VCF/make_b

ins") 

#data_dir = 

"/Users/baosheng/Boechera/Inversion/GBS_data/VCF/201605/data/" 

#out_dir = 

"/Users/baosheng/Boechera/Inversion/GBS_data/VCF/201605/analysis/

make_bins/" 

#sca_file = data_dir + "sca_list.txt"###inputfile,length of all 

scaffolds 

#pos_file = data_dir + "INV118.all.pos"###inputfile, including 

all used loci 

#bin_file = out_dir + "INV118_bins_sca.pos"##outputfile 

#window = 100##window size in unite of kb 

#step = 0##step size in unite of kb 

 

sca_file = sys.argv[1] 

#pos_file = sys.argv[2] 

bin_file = sys.argv[2] 

window = int(sys.argv[3]) 
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step = int(sys.argv[4]) 

 

window = window * 1000 

step = step * 1000 

 

 

### read in scaffold length file. 

sca_dict = {} 

infile = open(sca_file, "r") 

for line in infile: 

    line = line.strip("\n\r")##no head line, so work from 1st 

line 

    sca = line.split(",")[0] 

    length = int(line.split("=")[1]) 

    if length > window:## discard scaffold less than the windows 

size 

        if sca not in sca_dict: 

            sca_dict[sca] = length 

        else: 

            print "wrong! same scaffold occurred twice in 

sca_file" 

infile.close 

 

###generate bins,for simplify each bin will start from pos 1, 

last bin less than a windown size will be discard       

bin_dict = {} 

for sca in sca_dict: 

    i = 1 

    while i < sca_dict[sca] - window +1:##discard last bin if 

lenght < window 

        if sca not in bin_dict: 

            bin_dict[sca] = [[i, i+window-1, 0]]## put a last 

element "0" here for writing in coverage later 

        else: 

            bin_dict[sca].append([i, i+window-1, 0]) 

        i += step 

 

bin_num = 0 

for sca in bin_dict: 

    bin_num += len(bin_dict[sca]) 

 

print "Fistly, %d %dkb bins were generated from %d Scaffold, 

total length of bins is %d Mb" % (bin_num, window/1000, 

len(bin_dict.keys()), bin_num*window/1e6) 

 

### add information of coverage to each bins 

#infile = open(pos_file, "r") 

#num = 0 

#for line in infile: 

#    line = line.strip("\n\r")##no head line 
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#    sca = line.split("\t")[0] 

#    pos = int(line.split("\t")[1]) 

#    if sca in bin_dict: 

#        for Bin in bin_dict[sca]: 

#            if pos >= Bin[0] and pos <= Bin[1]: 

#               Bin[2] +=1 

#    num += 1 

#    if num % 100000 == 0: 

#        print num 

#infile.close() 

# 

###### exclued bins with coverage less than 1kb sequence 

#bin_keep = {} 

#for sca in bin_dict: 

#    for Bin in bin_dict[sca]: 

#        if Bin[2] >= 1000:## only keep bins that has at least 

1kb sequence 

#            if sca not in bin_keep: 

#                bin_keep[sca] = [Bin] 

#            else: 

#                bin_keep[sca].append(Bin) 

#bin_num = 0 

#for sca in bin_keep: 

#    bin_num += len(bin_keep[sca]) 

#print "Finally, %d %dkb bins from %d scaffolds were retained 

after excluding bins with coverage less than 1kb, total length of 

reatined bins is %d Mb" \ 

#% (bin_num, window/1000, len(bin_keep.keys()), 

bin_num*window/1e6) 

 

### write out list of bins with range and the coverage 

information 

outlist = [] 

for sca in bin_dict: 

    for Bin in bin_dict[sca]: 

        temp = "%s\t%s" % (sca, "\t".join([str(k) for k in Bin])) 

        outlist.append(temp) 

outlist.sort(key = lambda x: (int(x.split("\t")[0]), 

int(x.split("\t")[1]))) 

outfile = open(bin_file, "w") 

outfile.write("#Sca\tSt\tEd\tCov\n") 

outfile.write("\n".join(outlist)) 

outfile.close() 

#!/usr/bin/python 

 

__author__ = 'bw142' 

 

print ''' This script will calculate SNPs' positions on sudo-

molecular. 
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Two files required: 1, a vcf file with SNPs positions (Scaffold 

and position); 2, Uffe's genetic map with relative positions of 

scaffolds on sudo-moleculars. 

Four files will be generated: a list of mapped SNPs, a list for 

unmapped SNPs, a vcf file with physical position and a vcf file 

with genetic position.\n''' 

 

import sys 

 

map_file = sys.argv[1] 

vcf_file = sys.argv[2] 

 

map_snp = vcf_file.replace(".vcf", ".mappedSNP.txt") 

unmap_snp = vcf_file.replace(".vcf", ".unmappedSNP.txt") 

phy_file = vcf_file.replace(".vcf", ".phy.vcf") 

CM_file = vcf_file.replace(".vcf", ".CM.vcf") 

 

###extracted infomation from Uffe's map 

Infile = open(map_file, "r") 

mapped_sca = {} 

for line in Infile: 

    line = line.strip("\r\n") 

    ele = line.split("\t") 

    if line[0] != "#": 

        sca = ele[1] 

        info = ele 

        if mapped_sca.has_key(sca) == False: 

            mapped_sca[sca] = [info] 

        else: 

            mapped_sca[sca].append(info)             

Infile.close() 

 

### read in vcf file and calculate SNP's position on sudo-

molecular 

Infile = open(vcf_file, "r") 

snp_dic = {} 

head = [] 

mapped_list = [] 

unmapped_list = [] 

snp_num = 0 

 

for line in Infile: 

    line = line.strip("\r\n") 

    if line[0] == "#": 

        head.append(line) 

    else: 

        ele = line.split("\t") 

        sca = ele[0] 

        pos = int(ele[1]) 

        genotype = ele[2:] 
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        num = 0 

        if sca == "Scaffold25219" and pos > 2740000:#SNPs after 

2740000 of Scaffold25219 will be moved to Scaffold100000, and 

their new positions will be calculted. 

            sca = "Scaffold100000" 

            pos = pos - 2740000 

        if sca == "Scaffold19424" and pos > 6900000:#SNPs after 

6900000 of Scaffold19424 will be moved to Scaffold200000, and 

their new positions will be calculted. 

            sca = "Scaffold200000" 

            pos = pos - 6900000 

        if sca in mapped_sca: 

            for rec in mapped_sca[sca]: 

            STart = int(rec[6]) 

                end = int(rec[7]) 

                if start > end: 

                STart = int(rec[7]) 

                    end = int(rec[6]) 

                if pos >= start and pos <= end: 

                    phy_pos = str(int(rec[4]) - abs(pos-

int(rec[7])))#calculate postion on pseudo-molecular  

                    CM = rec[3] 

                    Chr =  rec[0] 

                    SNP = ele[0] + "_" + ele[1] 

                    snp_dic[SNP] = [SNP, Chr, phy_pos, CM, 

"\t".join(genotype)] 

                    temp= "%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s" % 

(ele[0],ele[1],Chr,phy_pos,CM,"\t".join(rec)) 

                    mapped_list.append(temp) 

                    num +=1 

                    break 

        if num == 0: 

            unmapped_list.append(line) 

        snp_num +=1 

        if snp_num % 1000 == 0: 

            print snp_num 

Infile.close() 

 

print "\n%d SNP in vcf, %d (%.3f) mapped, %d (%.3f) unmapped" \ 

% (snp_num, len(mapped_list), len(mapped_list)/float(snp_num), 

len(unmapped_list), len(unmapped_list)/float(snp_num)) 

 

 

### wirte out information for mapped and unmapped SNPs, SNPs will 

be oridered by LG and position. 

mapped_list.sort(key=lambda x: (int(x.split("\t")[2]), 

int(x.split("\t")[3]))) 

outfile = open(map_snp,"w") 

outfile.write("scaffold\tpos_sca\tLG\tphy_pos\tCM\tLG\tsca\tbin\t

CM\tbin_end\tmethod\tstart\tend\n") 
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outfile.write("\n".join(mapped_list)) 

outfile.close() 

 

outfile = open(unmap_snp, "w") 

outfile.write("\n".join(head) + "\n") 

outfile.write("\n".join(unmapped_list)) 

outfile.close() 

 

 

### write out two new vcf files with the physical position and 

genetic position. SNPs will be oridered by LG and position. 

 

phy_vcf = [] 

for SNP in snp_dic: 

    temp = "%s\t%s\t%s" % (snp_dic[SNP][1], 

snp_dic[SNP][2],snp_dic[SNP][4]) 

    phy_vcf.append(temp) 

phy_vcf.sort(key=lambda x: (int(x.split("\t")[0]), 

int(x.split("\t")[1]))) 

outfile = open(phy_file, "w") 

outfile.write("\n".join(head) + "\n") 

outfile.write("\n".join(phy_vcf)) 

 

CM_vcf = [] 

for SNP in snp_dic: 

    temp = "%s\t%s\t%s" % (snp_dic[SNP][1], 

snp_dic[SNP][3],snp_dic[SNP][4]) 

    CM_vcf.append(temp) 

CM_vcf.sort(key=lambda x: (int(x.split("\t")[0]), 

float(x.split("\t")[1]))) 

outfile = open(CM_file, "w") 

outfile.write("\n".join(head) + "\n") 

outfile.write("\n".join(CM_vcf)) 

outfile.close() 

 

print "Done!"#!/usr/bin/python 

 

import sys 

 

vcf_file = sys.argv[1] 

new_file = sys.argv[2] 

 

infile = open(vcf_file, "r") 

outfile = open(new_file, "w") 

num = 0 

for line in infile: 

    line = line.strip("\n\r") 

    if line[0] == "#": 

        outfile.write(line + "\n") 

    else: 
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        ele = line.split("\t") 

        geno_list = ele[9:] 

        new_ele = ele[:9] 

        mis = 0#number of genotype with dep <4; het loci with min 

alle counts < 2 

        if len(ele[4].split(",")) == 1:### only loci with < 2 

alleles 

            for geno in geno_list: 

                replace = False 

                if geno[0] == ".": 

                    mis +=1 

                else: 

                    info = ele[8].split(":") 

                    pos = info.index("DP") 

                    dep = geno.split(":")[pos] 

                    if dep in [".", "0", "1", "2", "3"]:## any 

loci with dep < 4 

                        mis +=1 

                        replace = True 

                    else: 

                        if geno[0] != geno[2]:## heterozygous 

loci 

                            if int(dep) < 4:## depth < 4 

                                mis +=1 

                                replace = True 

                            else: 

                                ref = 

int(geno.split(":")[1].split(",")[0]) 

                                alt = 

int(geno.split(":")[1].split(",")[1]) 

                                a1 = min([ref, alt]) 

                                a2 = max([ref, alt]) 

                                #if a1 < 2 or a1*1.0/a2 <0.4:## 

one allele with dep < 5, or ratio < 0.4 

                                if a1 < 1:#minor allele with copy 

< 1 

                                    replace = True 

                                    mis +=1 

                if replace == True: 

                    if ele[8] == "GT:DP:RGQ": 

                        geno = "./.:0:0" 

                    if ele[8] == "GT:AD:DP:RGQ": 

                        geno = "./.:0,0:0:0" 

                    if ele[8] == "GT:AD:DP:GQ:PL": 

                        geno = "./.:0,0:0:.:." 

                    if ele[8] == "GT:DP:PGT:PID:RGQ": 

                        geno = "./.:0:.:.:0" 

                    if ele[8] == "GT:AD:DP:PGT:PID:RGQ": 

                        geno = "./.:0,0:0:.:.:0" 

                    if ele[8] == "GT:AD:DP:GQ:PGT:PID:PL": 
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                        geno = "./.:0,0:0:.:.:.:."                   

                new_ele.append(geno) 

            if mis/float(len(geno_list)) <= 0.5: 

                outfile.write("\t".join(new_ele) + "\n") 

        num +=1 

        if num % 100000 == 0: 

            print num 

infile.close() 

outfile.close() 

#!/usr/bin/python 

 

import sys 

import random 

 

### randomly choose one SNP per each window across scaffold 

### three arguments required: 

## 1, scaffols file with lenght of each sca 

## 2, list of avaiable SNPs' positions 

## 3, windows size   

 

sca_file = sys.argv[1] 

pos_file = sys.argv[2] 

window = int(sys.argv[3]) 

step = int(sys.argv[3])### no overlapping windows 

tag = sys.argv[4] 

rep = sys.argv[5] 

 

### read in scaffold length file. 

sca_dict = {} 

infile = open(sca_file, "r") 

for line in infile: 

    line = line.strip("\n\r")##no head line, so work from 1st 

line 

    sca = line.split(",")[0] 

    length = int(line.split("=")[1]) 

    if length > window:## discard scaffold less than the windows 

size 

        if sca not in sca_dict: 

            sca_dict[sca] = length 

        else: 

            print "wrong! same scaffold occurred twice in 

sca_file" 

infile.close 

 

###generate bins,for simplify each bin will start from pos 1, 

last bin less than a windown size will be discard       

bin_dict = {} 

for sca in sca_dict: 

    i = 1 
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    while i < sca_dict[sca] +1:##include last bins less than 

window length 

        if sca not in bin_dict: 

            bin_dict[sca] = [[i, i+window-1]] 

        else: 

            bin_dict[sca].append([i, i+window-1]) 

        i += step 

 

bin_num = 0 

for sca in bin_dict: 

    bin_num += len(bin_dict[sca]) 

 

print "Fistly, %d %dkb bins were generated from %d Scaffold, 

total length of bins is %d Mb" % (bin_num, window/1000, 

len(bin_dict.keys()), bin_num*0.1) 

 

### add avaiable SNPs to each bins 

infile = open(pos_file, "r") 

num = 0 

for line in infile: 

    line = line.strip("\n\r")##no head line 

    sca = line.split(":")[0] 

    pos = int(line.split(":")[1]) 

    if sca in bin_dict: 

        for Bin in bin_dict[sca]: 

            if pos >= Bin[0] and pos <= Bin[1]: 

               Bin.append(line) 

    num += 1 

    if num % 100000 == 0: 

        print num 

infile.close() 

 

bin_list = bin_dict.keys() 

bin_list.sort() 

### randomly choose 1 SNP from each bin, and output results 

for i in range(int(rep)): 

    rand_file = "%s_%d.pos" % (tag, i) 

    outfile = open(rand_file, "w") 

    for sca in bin_list: 

        for Bin in bin_dict[sca]: 

            if len(Bin) > 2:## exlcuded bins without SNPs 

                temp = random.choice(Bin[2:]) 

                outfile.write(temp + "\n") 

    outfile.close() 

#!/usr/bin/python 

 

## calculate cM position for mapped SNPs 

## assume LD unchanged wihthin same bin 

## for those within same bins, divided cM by Mb and set to SNP 

based on its physical position  
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#import os 

#os.chdir("/Users/baosheng/Boechera/reseq/hapmix/script") 

#map_file = "7LGs_0326_Uff_Ray.fmap" 

#snp_file = "test.snp" 

#cm_file = "test.snp.cm" 

 

import sys 

map_file = sys.argv[1] 

snp_file = sys.argv[2] 

cm_file = sys.argv[3] 

 

 

### combine bins with same genetic distance 

infile = open(map_file, "r") 

bin_list = [] 

for line in infile: 

    line = line.strip("\n\r") 

    ele = line.split("\t") 

    if line[0] != "#": 

        Chr = int(ele[0]) 

        phy_st = 1 

        phy_end = int(ele[4]) 

        cm_st = 0 

        cm_end = float(ele[3]) 

        temp = [Chr, phy_st, phy_end, cm_st, cm_end,0] 

        if bin_list == []: 

            bin_list.append(temp) 

        else: 

            last = bin_list[-1] 

            if Chr == last[0]: 

                if cm_end <= last[4]:### for case the cM 

decieased along chromosme, we re-assigend a former position 

                    bin_list[-1][2] = phy_end 

                else: 

                    bin_list[-1][2] = phy_end -1 

                    bin_list[-1][4] = cm_end 

                    ld = (bin_list[-1][4] - bin_list[-

1][3])/(bin_list[-1][2] - bin_list[-1][1] + 1) 

                    bin_list[-1][5] = ld 

                    phy_st = int(ele[4]) 

                    cm_st = float(ele[3]) 

                    temp = [Chr, phy_st, phy_end, cm_st, 

cm_end,0] 

                    bin_list.append(temp) 

            else: 

                bin_list[-1][5] = ld 

                bin_list.append(temp) 

infile.close() 
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### check if there is ld=0, id so,set a previous ld to this bin 

for i in range(len(bin_list)): 

    if i >0: 

        if bin_list[i][5] == 0: 

            bin_list[i][5] = bin_list[i-1][5] 

    print bin_list[i] 

print len(bin_list) 

### load in snp file, re-calculate cM position 

outfile = open(cm_file, "w") 

infile = open(snp_file, "r") 

num = 0 

above = 0 

change = 0 

for line in infile: 

    line = line.strip("\n\r") 

    ele = line.split("\t") 

    for Bin in bin_list: 

        if int(ele[1]) == Bin[0] and int(ele[3]) >= Bin[1] and 

int(ele[3]) <= Bin[2]: 

            gen_pos = round((((int(ele[3]) - Bin[1] +1) * Bin[5]) 

+ Bin[3]),8) 

            if gen_pos == above: 

                gen_pos += 1e-8 

                change +=1 

            above = gen_pos 

            new_ele = ele[:2] + [str(gen_pos)] + ele[3:] 

            outfile.write("\t".join(new_ele) + "\n") 

            break 

    num +=1 

    if num % 100000 ==0: 

        print num 

infile.close() 

outfile.close() 

print "%d position changed" % change 

#!/usr/bin/python 

 

import sys 

 

vcf_file = sys.argv[1] 

new_file = sys.argv[2] 

 

infile = open(vcf_file, "r") 

outfile = open(new_file, "w") 

num = 0 

for line in infile: 

    line = line.strip("\n\r") 

    if line[0] == "#": 

        outfile.write(line + "\n") 

    else: 

        ele = line.split("\t") 
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        geno_list = ele[9:] 

        new_ele = ele[:9] 

        mis = 0#number of genotype with dep <5;or het loci with 

dep < 10 or min alle with dep < 0.4 

        if len(ele[4].split(",")) == 1:### only loci with < 2 

alleles 

            for geno in geno_list: 

                replace = False 

                if geno[0] == ".": 

                    mis +=1 

                else: 

                    info = ele[8].split(":") 

                    pos = info.index("DP") 

                    dep = geno.split(":")[pos] 

                    if dep in [".", "0", "1", "2", "3", "4"]:## 

any loci with dep < 5 

                        mis +=1 

                        replace = True 

                    else: 

                        if geno[0] != geno[2]:## heterozygous 

loci 

                            if int(dep) < 5:## depth < 10 

                                mis +=1 

                                replace = True 

                            else: 

                                ref = 

int(geno.split(":")[1].split(",")[0]) 

                                alt = 

int(geno.split(":")[1].split(",")[1]) 

                                a1 = min([ref, alt]) 

                                a2 = max([ref, alt]) 

                                #if a1 < 2 or a1*1.0/a2 <0.4:## 

one allele with dep < 5, or ratio < 0.4 

                                if a1 < 2: 

                                    replace = True 

                                    mis +=1 

                if replace == True: 

                    if ele[8] == "GT:DP:RGQ": 

                        geno = "./.:0:0" 

                    if ele[8] == "GT:AD:DP:RGQ": 

                        geno = "./.:0,0:0:0" 

                    if ele[8] == "GT:AD:DP:GQ:PL": 

                        geno = "./.:0,0:0:.:." 

                    if ele[8] == "GT:DP:PGT:PID:RGQ": 

                        geno = "./.:0:.:.:0" 

                    if ele[8] == "GT:AD:DP:PGT:PID:RGQ": 

                        geno = "./.:0,0:0:.:.:0" 

                    if ele[8] == "GT:AD:DP:GQ:PGT:PID:PL": 

                        geno = "./.:0,0:0:.:.:.:."                   

                new_ele.append(geno) 
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            if mis/float(len(geno_list)) <= 0.5: 

                outfile.write("\t".join(new_ele) + "\n") 

        num +=1 

        if num % 100000 == 0: 

            print num 

infile.close() 

outfile.close() 

#!/usr/bin/python 

 

import sys 

 

vcf_file = sys.argv[1] 

new_file = sys.argv[2] 

 

infile = open(vcf_file, "r") 

outfile = open(new_file, "w") 

num = 0 

for line in infile: 

    line = line.strip("\n\r") 

    if line[0] == "#": 

        outfile.write(line + "\n") 

    else: 

        ele = line.split("\t") 

        geno_list = ele[9:] 

        new_ele = ele[:9] 

        mis = 0#number of genotype with dep <4; het loci with min 

alle counts < 2 

        if len(ele[4].split(",")) == 1:### only loci with < 2 

alleles 

            for geno in geno_list: 

                replace = False 

                if geno[0] == ".": 

                    mis +=1 

                else: 

                    info = ele[8].split(":") 

                    pos = info.index("DP") 

                    dep = geno.split(":")[pos] 

                    if dep in [".", "0", "1", "2", "3"]:## any 

loci with dep < 4 

                        mis +=1 

                        replace = True 

                    else: 

                        if geno[0] != geno[2]:## heterozygous 

loci 

                            if int(dep) < 4:## depth < 4 

                                mis +=1 

                                replace = True 

                            else: 

                                ref = 

int(geno.split(":")[1].split(",")[0]) 
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                                alt = 

int(geno.split(":")[1].split(",")[1]) 

                                a1 = min([ref, alt]) 

                                a2 = max([ref, alt]) 

                                #if a1 < 2 or a1*1.0/a2 <0.4:## 

one allele with dep < 5, or ratio < 0.4 

                                if a1 < 2:#minor allele with copy 

< 2 

                                    replace = True 

                                    mis +=1 

                if replace == True: 

                    if ele[8] == "GT:DP:RGQ": 

                        geno = "./.:0:0" 

                    if ele[8] == "GT:AD:DP:RGQ": 

                        geno = "./.:0,0:0:0" 

                    if ele[8] == "GT:AD:DP:GQ:PL": 

                        geno = "./.:0,0:0:.:." 

                    if ele[8] == "GT:DP:PGT:PID:RGQ": 

                        geno = "./.:0:.:.:0" 

                    if ele[8] == "GT:AD:DP:PGT:PID:RGQ": 

                        geno = "./.:0,0:0:.:.:0" 

                    if ele[8] == "GT:AD:DP:GQ:PGT:PID:PL": 

                        geno = "./.:0,0:0:.:.:.:."                   

                new_ele.append(geno) 

            if mis/float(len(geno_list)) <= 0.5: 

                outfile.write("\t".join(new_ele) + "\n") 

        num +=1 

        if num % 100000 == 0: 

            print num 

infile.close() 

outfile.close() 

 

import numpy as np 

import fastStructure  

import parse_bed 

import parse_str 

import random 

import getopt 

import sys 

import pdb 

import warnings 

 

# ignore warnings with these expressions 

warnings.filterwarnings('ignore', '.*divide by zero.*',) 

warnings.filterwarnings('ignore', '.*invalid value.*',) 

 

def parseopts(opts): 

 

    """ 
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    parses the command-line flags and options passed to the 

script 

    """ 

 

    params = {'mintol': 1e-6, 

            'prior': "simple", 

            'cv': 0, 

            'full': False, 

            'format': 'bed' 

            } 

 

    for opt, arg in opts: 

 

        if opt in ["-K"]: 

            params['K'] = int(arg) 

 

        elif opt in ["--input"]: 

            params['inputfile'] = arg 

 

        elif opt in ["--output"]: 

            params['outputfile'] = arg 

 

        elif opt in ["--prior"]: 

            params['prior'] = arg 

 

            if params['prior'] not in ['simple','logistic']: 

                print "%s prior is not currently implemented, 

defaulting to the simple prior" 

                params['prior'] = 'simple' 

 

        elif opt in ["--format"]: 

            params['format'] = arg 

 

        elif opt in ["--cv"]: 

            params['cv'] = int(arg) 

         

        elif opt in ["--tol"]: 

            params['mintol'] = float(arg) 

 

        elif opt in ["--full"]: 

            params['full'] = True 

 

        elif opt in ["--seed"]: 

            np.random.seed(int(arg)) 

            random.seed(int(arg)) 

 

    return params 

 

def checkopts(params): 
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    """ 

    checks if some of the command-line options passed are valid. 

    In the case of invalid options, an exception is always 

thrown. 

    """ 

 

    if params['mintol']<=0: 

        print "a non-positive value was provided as convergence 

criterion" 

        raise ValueError 

     

    if params['cv']<0: 

        print "a negative value was provided for the number of 

cross-validations folds" 

        raise ValueError 

 

    if not params.has_key('K'): 

        print "a positive integer should be provided for number 

of populations" 

        raise KeyError 

 

    if params['format'] not in ['bed','str']: 

        print "%s data format is not currently implemented" 

        raise ValueError 

 

    if params['K']<=0: 

        print "a negative value was provided for the number of 

populations" 

        raise ValueError 

     

    if not params.has_key('inputfile'): 

        print "an input file needs to be provided" 

        raise KeyError  

 

    if not params.has_key('outputfile'): 

        print "an output file needs to be provided" 

        raise KeyError 

     

def write_output(Q, P, other, params): 

 

    """ 

    write the posterior means and variational parameters 

    to separate output files. 

    """ 

 

    handle = 

open('%s.%d.meanQ'%(params['outputfile'],params['K']),'w') 

    handle.write('\n'.join(['  '.join(['%.6f'%i for i in q]) for 

q in Q])+'\n') 

    handle.close() 
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    handle = 

open('%s.%d.meanP'%(params['outputfile'],params['K']),'w') 

    handle.write('\n'.join(['  '.join(['%.6f'%i for i in p]) for 

p in P])+'\n') 

    handle.close() 

 

    if params['full']: 

        handle = 

open('%s.%d.varQ'%(params['outputfile'],params['K']),'w') 

        handle.write('\n'.join(['  '.join(['%.6f'%i for i in q]) 

for q in other['varQ']])+'\n') 

        handle.close() 

 

        handle = 

open('%s.%d.varP'%(params['outputfile'],params['K']),'w') 

        handle.write('\n'.join(['  '.join(['%.6f'%i for i in 

np.hstack((pb,pg))]) \ 

            for pb,pg in 

zip(other['varPb'],other['varPg'])])+'\n') 

        handle.close() 

 

def usage(): 

     

    """ 

    brief description of various flags and options for this 

script 

    """ 

 

    print "\nHere is how you can use this script\n" 

    print "Usage: python %s"%sys.argv[0] 

    print "\t -K <int> (number of populations)" 

    print "\t --input=<file> (/path/to/input/file)" 

    print "\t --output=<file> (/path/to/output/file)" 

    print "\t --tol=<float> (convergence criterion; default: 10e-

6)" 

    print "\t --prior={simple,logistic} (choice of prior; 

default: simple)" 

    print "\t --cv=<int> (number of test sets for cross-

validation, 0 implies no CV step; default: 0)" 

    print "\t --format={bed,str} (format of input file; default: 

bed)" 

    print "\t --full (to output all variational parameters; 

optional)" 

    print "\t --seed=<int> (manually specify seed for random 

number generator; optional)" 

 

 

if __name__=="__main__": 
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    # parse command-line options 

    argv = sys.argv[1:] 

    smallflags = "K:" 

    bigflags = ["prior=", "tol=", "input=", "output=", "cv=", 

"seed=", "format=", "full"]  

    try: 

        opts, args = getopt.getopt(argv, smallflags, bigflags) 

        if not opts: 

            usage() 

            sys.exit(2) 

    except getopt.GetoptError: 

        print "Incorrect options passed" 

        usage() 

        sys.exit(2) 

 

    params = parseopts(opts) 

 

    # check if command-line options are valid 

    try: 

        checkopts(params) 

    except (ValueError,KeyError): 

        sys.exit(2) 

 

    # load data 

    if params['format']=='bed': 

        G = parse_bed.load(params['inputfile']) 

    elif params['format']=='str': 

        G = parse_str.load(params['inputfile']) 

    G = np.require(G, dtype=np.uint8, requirements='C') 

 

    # run the variational algorithm 

    Q, P, other = fastStructure.infer_variational_parameters(G, 

params['K'], \ 

                    params['outputfile'], params['mintol'], \ 

                    params['prior'], params['cv']) 

 

    # write out inferred parameters 

    write_output(Q, P, other, params) 

#!/usr/bin/python 

import sys 

 

def genotype(genotypelist): 

    genotype = [] 

    for indiv in genotypelist[9:]: 

        if indiv[0] == ".": 

            genotype.append("9") 

        if indiv[0] == "0" and indiv[2] == "0": 

            genotype.append("2") 

        if indiv[0] == "1" and indiv[2] == "1": 

            genotype.append("0") 
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        if indiv[0] == "0" and indiv[2] == "1": 

            genotype.append("1") 

        if indiv[0] == "1" and indiv[2] == "0": 

            genotype.append("1") 

    return genotype 

 

##name = "/Users/baosheng/Boechera/Imputation/RP_IMP4" 

##Infilename = name + ".vcf" 

 

Infilename = sys.argv[1] 

name = Infilename.replace(".vcf", "") 

Infile = open(Infilename, "r") 

 

 

 

#generate .geno file 

Outfilename = name + ".geno" 

Outfile = open(Outfilename, "w") 

linenumber = 0 

for line in Infile: 

    line = line.strip("\r\n") 

    if line[0] != "#": 

        elementlist = line.split("\t") 

        geno = genotype(elementlist) 

        outstring = "".join(geno) 

        Outfile.write(outstring+"\n") 

    linenumber +=1 

    if linenumber%100 == 0: 

        print linenumber 

Outfile.close() 

print "geno file has been prepared!!!" 

 

 

###generate .snp file 

Outfilename = name + ".snp" 

Outfile = open(Outfilename, "w") 

linenumber = 0 

snp_list =[] 

Infile.seek(0) 

for line in Infile: 

    line = line.strip("\r\n") 

    if line[0] != "#": 

        elementlist = line.split("\t") 

        outstring = "" 

        snp = 

elementlist[0]+"\t1\t0\t"+elementlist[1]+"\t"+elementlist[3]+"\t"

+elementlist[4] 

        snp_list.append(snp) 

    linenumber +=1 

    if linenumber%100 == 0: 
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        print linenumber 

outstring = "\n".join(snp_list) 

Outfile.write(outstring) 

Outfile.close() 

print "snp file has been prepared!!!" 

 

 

###generate .ind file 

Outfilename = name + ".ind" 

Outfile = open(Outfilename, "w") 

Infile.seek(0) 

linenumber = 0 

indiv_list = [] 

for line in Infile: 

    line = line.strip("\r\n") 

    if line[:6] == "#CHROM": 

        elementlist = line.split("\t") 

        for indiv in elementlist[9:]: 

            sample = indiv.split(".")[0] 

            if sample[0] in 

["1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9"]: 

                pop = "R1" 

            else: 

                pop = sample[:2] 

            indiv_list.append(indiv + "\tU\t" + pop) 

        break 

    linenumber +=1 

outstring = "\n".join(indiv_list) 

Outfile.write(outstring) 

Outfile.close() 

Infile.close() 

print "ind file has been prepared!!!\nall finished!!!" 

 

 

#!/usr/bin/python 

import sys 

#####Assign indivuduals into three geographiccal regions, NE,SE, 

W and M 

#####Then thransfer the evec to evec.txt 

 

if len(sys.argv) == 1: 

    print "please imput at least one argument" 

if len(sys.argv) == 2: 

    Infilename1 = sys.argv[1] 

    Infilename2 = "NA" 

if len(sys.argv) == 3: 

    Infilename1 = sys.argv[1] 

    Infilename2 = sys.argv[2] 

if len(sys.argv) > 3: 
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    print "Only 2 arguments are required, but %d provided" % 

(len(sys.argv)-1) 

 

#Infilename = "/Users/baosheng/Boechera/PCA/PCA_group_note.txt" 

if Infilename2 != "NA": 

    Infile = open(Infilename2, "r") 

    group = {} 

    for line in Infile: 

        line = line.strip("\n\r") 

        ele = line.split("\t") 

        if group.has_key(ele[1]) == False: 

            group[ele[1]] = [ele[0]] 

        else: 

           group[ele[1]].append(ele[0]) 

    Infile.close() 

 

Infile = open(Infilename1, "r") 

Outfilename = Infilename1+".txt" 

Outfile = open(Outfilename, "w") 

outlist = [] 

linenumber = 0 

for line in Infile: 

    if linenumber == 0: 

        head = "eigvals\tpca1\tpca2\tpca3\tpca4\tpca5\tpop" 

        outlist.append(head) 

    if linenumber >0: 

        line = line.strip("\r\n") 

        ele = line.split(" ") 

        new_ele = [i for i in ele if i !=""] 

        if Infilename2 != "NA": 

            for key in group.keys(): 

                if new_ele[0] in group[key]: 

                    new_ele[-1] = key 

        outlist.append("\t".join(new_ele)) 

    linenumber +=1 

Outfile.write("\n".join(outlist)) 

Outfile.close() 

Infile.close() 

print "finished" 

 

# #####transfer evec to evec.txt directly 

# ##excluded extra space and seperate by TAB 

# def excl(linelist): 

#     newline = [] 

#     for i in linelist: 

#         if i != "": 

#             newline.append(i) 

#     return newline 

#              

#  
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# Infilename = 

"/Users/baosheng/Boechera/PCA/RP_IMP/Beagel_rp.pca.evec" 

# Infile = open(Infilename, "r") 

# Outfilename = 

"/Users/baosheng/Boechera/PCA/RP_IMP/Beagel_rp.pca.evec.txt" 

# Outfile = open(Outfilename, "w") 

# outlist = [] 

# linenumber = 0 

# for line in Infile: 

#     if linenumber == 0: 

#         head = "eigvals\tpca1\tpca2\tpca3\tpca4\tpca5\tpop" 

#         outlist.append(head) 

#     if linenumber >0: 

#         line = line.strip("\r\n") 

#         linelist = line.split(" ") 

#         newline = excl(linelist) 

#         outlist.append("\t".join(newline)) 

#     linenumber +=1 

# outstring = "\n".join(outlist) 

# Outfile.write(outstring) 

# Outfile.close() 

# Infile.close() 

# print "finished" 

 

#!/usr/bin/python 

 

## this script will generated geno and snp file for hapmix 

## four argument are requried;  

## 1) a vcf file; 

## 2) a sample list file  

## 3) a keyword "Ref" or "Adx" for reference pop or admixture pop 

## 4) a prefix for output files: .geno and .snp file 

 

import sys 

vcf_file = sys.argv[1] 

ind_file = sys.argv[2] 

keyword = sys.argv[3] 

prefix = sys.argv[4] 

 

## load in ind_file 

infile = open(ind_file, "r") 

ind_list = [line.strip("\n\r") for line in infile] 

infile.close() 

 

## generate .geno file 

outfile = open((prefix +".geno"), "w") 

infile = open(vcf_file, "r") 

num = 0 

snp_list = [] 

for line in infile: 
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    line = line.strip("\r\n") 

    ele = line.split("\t") 

    if line[:6] == "#CHROM": 

        pos_list = [ele.index(ind) for ind in ind_list] 

        if len(pos_list) != len(ind_list): 

            print "individuals is not in vcf file" 

    if line[0] != "#": 

        SNP = "%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s" % (".".join(ele[:2]), 

ele[0], "UN", ele[1], ele[3], ele[4]) 

        snp_list.append(SNP) 

        geno_list = [ele[i] for i in pos_list] 

        if keyword == "Ref": 

            temp = [(geno[0] + geno[2]) for geno in geno_list] 

        if keyword == "Adx": 

            temp = [] 

            for geno in geno_list: 

                if geno[0] == ".": 

                    temp.append("9") 

                else: 

                    if geno[0] != geno[2]: 

                        temp.append("1") 

                    else: 

                       if geno[0] == "0": 

                           temp.append("0") 

                       if geno[0] == "1": 

                           temp.append("2") 

        outfile.write("".join(temp) + "\n") 

    num +=1 

    if num %1000000 == 0: 

        print num 

infile.close() 

outfile.close() 

print "geno file has been prepared!!!" 

 

###generate .snp file 

outfile = open((prefix + ".snp"), "w") 

outfile.write("\n".join(snp_list)) 

outfile.close() 

print "snp file has been prepared!!!" 

 

_ 
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